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Abstract 

Economic incentives and the need to efficiently deliver Internet have led to the 
growth of Internet eXchange Points (IXPs), i.e., the interconnection networks 
through which a multitude of possibly competing network entities connect to 
each other with the goal of exchanging traffic. At IXPs, the exchange of traffic 
between two or more member networks is dictated by the Border gateway 
Protocol (BGP), i.e., the inter-domain routing protocol used by network 
operators to exchange reachability information about IP prefix destinations. 
There is a common “honest-closed-world” assumption at IXPs that two IXP 
members exchange data traffic only if they have exchanged the corresponding 
reachability information via BGP. This state of affairs severely hinders security 
as any IXP member can send traffic to another member without having received 
a route from that member. Filtering traffic according to BGP routes would solve 
the problem. However, IXP members can install filters but the number of 
filtering rules required at a large IXP can easily exceed the capacity of the 
network devices. In addition, an IXP cannot filter this type of traffic as the 
exchanged BGP routes between two members are not visible to the IXP itself. 
In this thesis, we evaluated the design space between reactive and proactive 
approaches for guaranteeing consistency between the BGP control-plane and 
the data-plane. In a reactive approach, an IXP member operator monitors, 
collects, and analyzes the incoming traffic to detect if any illegitimate traffic 
exists whereas, in a proactive approach, an operator configures its network 
devices to filter any illegitimate traffic without the need to perform any 
monitoring. We focused on proactive approaches because of the increased 
security of the IXP network and its inherent simplified network management. 
We designed and implemented a solution to this problem by leveraging the 
emerging Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm, which enables the 
programmability of the forwarding tables by separating the control- and data-
planes. Our approach only installs rules in the data-plane that allow legitimate 
traffic to be forwarded, dropping anything else. As hardware switches have high 
performance but low memory space, we decided to make also use of software 
switches.  A “heavy-hitter” module detects the forwarding rules carrying most 
of the traffic and installs them into the hardware switch. The remaining 
forwarding rules are installed into the software switches. 
We evaluated the prototype in an emulated testbed using the Mininet virtual 
network environment. We analyzed the security of our system with the help of 
static verification tests, which confirmed compliance with security policies. The 
results reveal that with even just 10% of the rules installed in the hardware 
switch, the hardware switch directly filter 95% of the traffic volume with non-
uniform Internet-like traffic distribution workloads. We also evaluated the 
latency and throughput overheads of the system, though the results are limited 
by the accuracy of the emulated environment. The scalability experiments show 
that, with 10K forwarding rules, the system takes around 40 seconds to install 
and update the data plane. This is due to inherent slowness of emulated 
environment and limitations of the POX controller, which is coded in Python. 
 
Keywords IXP, Computer Networks, Distributed Systems, SDN, OpenFlow, 
BGP, Open vSwitch, Security, Firewall, Monitoring 
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Sammanfattning 

Ekonomiska incitament och behovet av att effektivt leverera Internet har lett till 
tillväxten av Internet eXchange Points (IXP), dvs de sammankopplingsnät genom 
vilka en mängd möjligen konkurrerande nätverksenheter förbinder varandra med 
målet att utbyta trafik. Vid IXPs dikteras utbytet av trafik mellan två eller flera 
medlemsnät av gränsgatewayprotokollet (BGP), dvs det inter-domän-
routingprotokollet som används av nätoperatörer för att utbyta 
tillgänglighetsinformation om IP-prefixdestinationer. Det finns ett gemensamt 
antagande om "honest-closed-world" vid IXP, att två IXP-medlemmar endast 
utbyter datatrafik om de har bytt ut motsvarande tillgänglighetsinformation via 
BGP. Detta tillstånd försvårar allvarligt säkerheten eftersom varje IXP-medlem 
kan skicka trafik till en annan medlem utan att ha mottagit en rutt från den 
medlemmen. Filtrering av trafik enligt BGP-vägar skulle lösa problemet. IXP-
medlemmar kan dock installera filter men antalet filtreringsregler som krävs vid 
en stor IXP kan enkelt överskrida nätverksenheternas kapacitet. Dessutom kan en 
IXP inte filtrera denna typ av trafik eftersom de utbytta BGP-vägarna mellan två 
medlemmar inte är synliga för IXP-enheten själv. 
I denna avhandling utvärderade vi utrymmet mellan reaktiva och proaktiva 
metoder för att garantera överensstämmelse mellan BGP-kontrollplanet och 
dataplanet. I ett reaktivt tillvägagångssätt övervakar, samlar och analyserar en 
inkommande trafik en IXP-medlem för att upptäcka om någon obehörig trafik 
finns, medan en operatör konfigurerar sina nätverksenheter för att filtrera någon 
obehörig trafik utan att behöva övervaka . Vi fokuserade på proaktiva 
tillvägagångssätt på grund av den ökade säkerheten för IXP-nätverket och dess 
inneboende förenklad nätverkshantering. Vi konstruerade och genomförde en 
lösning på detta problem genom att utnyttja det nya SDN-paradigmet (Software 
Defined Networking), vilket möjliggör programmerbarheten hos 
vidarebefordringsborden genom att separera kontroll- och dataplanerna. Vårt 
tillvägagångssätt installerar bara regler i dataplanet som tillåter legitim trafik att 
vidarebefordras, släppa allt annat. Eftersom hårdvaruomkopplare har hög 
prestanda men lågt minne, bestämde vi oss för att även använda 
programvaruomkopplare. En "heavy-hitter" -modul detekterar 
vidarebefordringsreglerna som transporterar större delen av trafiken och 
installerar dem i hårdvaruomkopplaren. De återstående spolningsreglerna 
installeras i programvaruomkopplarna. 
Vi utvärderade prototypen i en emulerad testbädd med hjälp av virtuella 
nätverksmiljö Mininet. Vi analyserade säkerheten för vårt system med hjälp av 
statiska verifieringsprov, vilket bekräftade överensstämmelse med 
säkerhetspolicyerna. Resultaten visar att med bara 10% av de regler som 
installerats i hårdvaruomkopplaren filtrerar hårdvaruomkopplaren direkt 95% av 
trafikvolymen med ojämn Internetliknande trafikfördelningsarbete. Vi 
utvärderade också latens- och genomströmningsomkostnaderna för systemet, 
även om resultaten begränsas av noggrannheten hos den emulerade miljön. 
Skalbarhetsexperimenten visar att med 10K-vidarebefordringsregler tar systemet 
cirka 40 sekunder för att installera och uppdatera dataplanet. Detta beror på 
inneboende långsamma emulerade miljöer och begränsningar av POX-kontrollern, 
som kodas i Python. 
 
Nyckelord: IXP, Datornätverk, Distribuerade System, SDN, OpenFlow, BGP, 
Open vSwitch, Säkerhet, Brandvägg, Övervakning 
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1 Introduction 

An Internet eXchange Point (IXP) is a physical location that acts as a shared 
network infrastructure. Network Service Providers, which include Internet 
Service Providers (ISPs), Content Distribution Networks (CDNs), and Large 
Content Providers, connect at IXPs to facilitate the exchange of traffic among 
them. We call such networks the IXP members. The IXP interconnection 
infrastructure supports Ethernet connectivity among the member routers. 
Member routers exchange routing information with each other, ultimately 
allowing the members to exchange traffic with each other. We refer to this 
relationship among two members as peering.  
To establish a peering relationship, a service provider connecting at an IXP uses 
the standard de-facto inter-domain routing protocol, i.e., the Border Gateway 
Protocol (BGP). Operators use BGP to exchange reachability information (in 
the form of “routes”) about their known destination networks with any other 
member. A member announces or withdraws routes according to its own 
routing policies, e.g., to whom a route should be announced, and its current 
routing state, e.g., which destination can be reached. When a member receives 
a route for a specific routing destination (i.e., an IP prefix), it may decide to 
steer its traffic through this new route or use any other route learnt from 
another member. In short, BGP enables an exchange of traffic by distributing 
routes among the members. The distribution of BGP routes among the IXP 
members is dictated by the economic interests and business agreements among 
the members. Thus, not every member will exchange routes with any other 
member. Every member configures its network routers to selectively announce 
arbitrary subset of routes to subset of members. 
The Service providers connect at the IXP for different purposes that include 
economic and traffic delivery efficiency [1]. For example, for a tire-2 ISP, a 
major economic benefit of peering through an IXP is the reduced cost compared 
to the alternative of using upstream tire-1 transit service providers for traffic 
exchange with the other members. Although, the most important benefit of 
peering is the reduced cost, there are other benefits which directly benefit the 
end user of the service provided by the service provider. These benefits include, 
for example, locality of content for users and low network latency. To get these 
benefits, a member must be involved in a peering relationship to exchange 
routes and traffic with other members – simply connecting at an IXP is not 
sufficient. 
Despite the benefits of peering at an IXP, we cannot alter the fact that IXPs are 
shared infrastructures, thus its members may be exposed to novel types of 
attacks that are not common in direct interconnections. For instance, an IXP 
member can send packets to another member without having received a BGP 
route from that member. If the receiver does not filter, the packet goes through, 
which means it is a security vulnerability. Besides, since an IXP is a mere Layer2 
network, it does not provide any traffic filtering. Instead, it is up to the IXP 
members to filter traffic that it does not intend to receive from a neighbor 
member. To summarize the problem, malicious behavior and lack of filtering 
open the door to the risk of inconsistencies between the routes exchanged and 
the traffic traversing the IXP. 
To solve this problem, currently, some members rely upon reactive approaches, 
where the incoming traffic is being monitored, collected and analyzed.  If a 
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member operator detects any malicious activity, a dispute between the two 
members must be settled with the help of the IXP operator. There are two 
drawbacks with this reactive approach. First, illegitimate packets are still being 
forwarded until the monitor detects the attack. Second, resolving disputes is not 
easy as IXPs do not have visibility into the BGP routes exchanged by the two 
members. 
In this thesis, we look at proactive approaches where an IXP member operator 
configures its network devices to filter any unwanted traffic without the need to 
perform any monitoring, thus simplifying network management and increasing 
the security of the interconnection to the shared IXP infrastructure. Yet, 
realizing a proactive approach has various challenges especially in larger IXPs.  
IXPs exist in various sizes, ranging from few members to dozens, potentially 
hundreds and some very big IXPs have almost a thousand members [2]. Each 
member can have a small or large number of routes or IP prefixes. Smaller 
members have few up to dozens or hundreds, medium to large size members 
have thousands and some extremely large members have beyond hundred 
thousand prefixes [1]. The size of the IXP determines the number of filtering 
rules and storage in a router, for a member who wants to filter unwanted traffic. 
Routers store filtering rules in forwarding tables. Each filtering rule consists of 
an IP prefix and an IXP member identifier, called Autonomous System (AS) 
number, and an action, e.g., forward or drop. The forwarding tables are often 
stored in a specialized memory called Ternary Content-Addressable Memory 
(TCAM) [3], which supports constant time lookup of flow during matching of 
packets. TCAM is needed because it supports the Longest Prefix Match (LPM) 
for flow lookup. IXP members use router TCAMs to store filtering rules for 
mitigating illegitimate traffic [4]. 
Members of the smaller IXPs, where the number of prefixes and the number of 
members is small, can install filtering rules in the router. Therefore, they do not 
need sophisticated solutions. For larger IXPs, however, it becomes infeasible 
for the members to install all filtering rules. For example, if there are 1K 
members of an IXP, each with 200K IP prefixes, then it may require, in some 
worse cases, to install up to hundreds of millions of entries, hardly fitting in 
today’s router TCAMs. This is why a simple router with filtering rules installed 
on the member perimeter router facing IXP would not scale. This infeasibility 
of installing large number of rules leads to an honest-closed-world assumption 
in the IXP network that all packets are sent through announced BGP routes. 
There are various approaches to solving the scalability problem. To scale a 
single switch, the first approach is, to use a high-end switch having larger TCAM 
memory, powerful CPU, and high bandwidth. TCAM memory cannot scale 
beyond a certain limit [4]. Moreover, it is very expensive, power hungry and 
dissipate energy. This means such switches are very expensive and difficult to 
manage. An alternative option is to use a combination of TCAM and Static RAM 
(SRAM) where TCAM provides LPM and SRAM exact matches. SRAM memory 
is cheaper but slower, in contrast to TCAM which is faster and more expressive 
due to one-clock cycle wildcard matches. 
To scale a single switch, other options, such as [4] [5], suggest instead of using 
a single hardware switch, multiple switches can be used that can be organized 
in parallel. This allows the subset of flows to be distributed across multiple 
switches. In this method, the traffic flow traverses a set of switches and its 
destination is determined on the way. This is a viable solution for larger and 
richer members because of the high cost of hardware switches. 
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We propose a scalable, cost-effective and performance efficient solution based 
on a combination of a hardware and software switch. There are two approaches 
to realizing this solution, one is traditional networking and another is a new 
emerging paradigm called Software Defined Networking (SDN). We selected 
the latter approach due to its flexibility and enabling programmability of 
forwarding tables. 
SDN is a networking paradigm that advocates for a clear separation of the 
control and data planes by means of a well-defined interface. A logically 
centralized controller controls the forwarding plane of the network by 
installing, modifying, or removing forwarding rules. SDN can be used in 
different ways to tackle our problem. A naïve approach entails forwarding all 
the data-plane traffic to the centrally located controller that enforces the 
security policy [6]. In a reactive solution, which we already discussed above, the 
controller becomes a performance bottleneck which causes latency and packet 
drops. Moreover, the switch performance also degrades due to a large number 
of waiting packets in queues. To solve this problem, we use SDN in a proactive 
manner, in which rules are installed by the controller proactively. This happens 
as soon as routing information is exchanged and well before traffic starts to 
flow. In this approach, there is no need for a flow to visit the controller, thus 
reducing forwarding latency. However, proactive approach has its own 
challenges, especially in regard to storage of rules. As explained earlier, router 
TCAM is a precious commodity that hinders the scalability of the proactive 
approach. 
To solve the scalability problem of the proactive approach, we take advantage 
of the fact that, in the Internet, some prefixes tend to carry more traffic than the 
others [7] [8] [9] [10]. We abuse our terminology and henceforth refer to such 
prefixes as heavy hitter flows. Our approach consists of offloading the 
forwarding rules related to heavy hitter flows to a hardware switch and install 
the remaining rules on software switches. The hardware switch refers to the 
software switches in case of no match. Clearly, the set of heavy hitters evolve 
over time and depends on the specific traffic patterns and per-IP-prefix traffic 
distribution. Our heavy-hitters module periodically fetches statistics from both 
hardware and software switches, specifically, per-rule byte counters. It then 
checks whether there are rules carrying substantial amount of traffic that could 
replace rules carrying less traffic that are installed in the hardware switch. 
We acknowledge that there exist other orthogonal approaches to alleviate the 
scalability problem. For example, one approach involves using compression 
techniques for the filtering table to conserve space in TCAM [11]. This requires 
breaking rules into smaller reference-able components which can be composed 
to create other rules and thus save precious TCAM space. For example, rules for 
each policy with a hundred members (ASes or MACs) can reuse a single 
component consisting of hundred ASes. We leave the investigation of such 
approaches as future work and focus on the problem of redistributing the 
filtering rules among the multiple switches. 
 
The rest of the chapter provides a general introduction to the thesis. First, 
Section 1.1 outlines the problem definition. Then, Section 1.2 layouts the 
hypothesis. Then, Section 1.3 describes the purpose and goals of the project 
while the research methodology is explained in Section 1.4. Finally, Section 1.5 
discusses some of the delimitations of this work, while Section 1.6 concludes 
the chapter by outlining the structure for the rest of the thesis report. 
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1.1 Problem Definition 

 
A security vulnerability in an IXP network exists due to an honest-closed-world 
assumption that all packets are sent through announced routes. Figure 1-1 
highlights this problem where an IXP network with four neighbouring 
members is shown. Some of the members in this network are in peering 
relationships; for example, AS4 with AS1 and AS2. In this setup, AS4 filters 
traffic based on advertised routes to AS1 and AS2. There is nothing that stops 
AS3 to send traffic to AS4, even though it has not received any route. Similarly, 
AS2 can violate its policy with AS4 by sending traffic towards a route that it has 
not received. Solving this problem entails the study of the design space between 
reactive and proactive approaches. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 1-1: IXP network with four members in a peering relationship 

     
In short, the problem and can be summarized as, 

 There is a risk of BGP policy violations among IXP members. This 
violation may compromise the IXP security as well as waste member’s 
resources. This could ultimately lead to reduced peering and harm the 
purpose of this cooperative setup. 

 To cope up with the situation, existing approaches impose tremendous 
scalability, performance, and security challenges. 

 Therefore, there is a need for an approach that ensures data and control 
plane consistency and is both scalable and has acceptable performance.  

 

IXP NetworkISP-AS1

ISP-AS4

ISP-AS3

ISP-AS2

BGP
session

BGP
session

ACLs
AS4’s policy:  
announce 111.0.0.0/24 to 
AS1 and AS2 announce 
222.0.0.0/24 to AS1  
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1.2 Hypothesis 

 
The solution to the problem discussed in the previous section follows the 
following hypothesis, 
 
H1: It is possible to verify the data and control plane consistency at the IXP 

member based on BGP policies. 
 
H2: The solution affects only an IXP member and no change is required at the 

IXP side or any other member, protocols, and infrastructure. 
 
H3: Heavy hitters are the flows which carry most of the traffic. Internet traffic 

per-prefix distribution is renowned to be highly skewed. We aim at 
forwarding most of the traffic through hardware switches only. 

 

1.3 Purpose and Goals 

 
Purpose: 
The main purpose of this thesis is to prevent malicious IXP members from 
taking advantage of the current lack of data-plane filtering. The solution allows 
the IXP member’s router to do more efficient routing because there will be no 
need to install a huge amount of filtering rules in the router TCAM. 
 
Goals: 
The main goal of this thesis was to provide a solution for the problem of 
illegitimate traffic exchange in the IXP network due to lack of filtering. This 
solution should not require changes in the IXP network that would affect other 
members. The objective was to design a solution that only requires 
modifications at the IXP member side. 
 
The thesis objective can be subdivided into the following four ones: 

 Study the design space between reactive and proactive approaches 
 Design a scalable solution with acceptable performance and scalability 
 Implement a working prototype of the solution 
 Evaluate the solution by answering the following questions, 

o How to verify the consistency between control and data plane at 
the IXP member, in the IXP network? 

o What is the gain in latency, due to offloading, compared to the 
naïve reactive solution? 

o How to partition the rules between hardware and software 
switches in the forwarding plane? 

o How effective is offloading heavy hitters with respect to the 
different levels of skewness of the traffic? 
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1.4 Research Methodology 

 
This section describes the major steps to achieve the goals listed in the previous 
section. The project is divided into the following phases. 

1.4.1 Background and Literature Study 

 
This is the first phase needed to understand the problem context. It involves 
studying all the relevant literature necessary to solve the problem. Some of the 
major concepts involve IXP network, BGP policies, Software Defined 
Networking, OpenFlow, and firewalls in the SDN context. Specifically, we try to 
understand how SDN can help us in achieving the goal of enforcing control 
plane BGP policies in the data plane by dynamically offloading the most traffic 
intensive rules to the hardware switches. This requires to study the design space 
between two different approaches for solving the problem, namely reactive and 
proactive approaches. This phase concludes with the study of state of the art 
related work. 

1.4.2 Solution Outline 

 
Based on the literature study, we should have evaluated different approaches 
towards the solution, the result of which goes as input to the design of the 
system. Multiple options, if available, for tools and technologies, are evaluated 
and suitable ones matching specific criteria are selected. After a detailed final 
design and architecture description, aimed at achieving the above goals, an 
implementation and evaluation follows. Whenever needed, we explicitly stated 
and motivated our assumptions. 

1.4.3 Evaluation Outline 

 
The next step in our research methodology is to evaluate the solution, 
answering the following questions: 
 

 What kind of setup or environment do we need to mimic the realistic 
problem scenario? This is answered in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1. 

 Which tests are required to verify the goals set in Section 1.3? This 
involves different kinds of tests: verification, performance, and 
scalability. This question is answered in Chapter 3, Section 3.4. 

 What kind of data is used for evaluation? How and from where this data 
is collected? This is answered in Chapter 3, Section 3.5. 

1.4.4 Implementation 

 
In this step, we implement the solution described in Chapter 3. All modules are 
explained in sufficient detail from the point of view of concrete software code 
and scripts. 
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1.4.5 Experiments, results, and Conclusion 

 
The final step involves performing experiments using the testbed explained in 
Chapter 3, Section 3.3. These experiments use the implementation described in 
Chapter 4. Moreover, the report summarizes and analyses important results 
using adequate statistical methods. The results are then discussed and 
conclusions are drawn. The report concludes with the discussion of economic 
and ethical aspects, limitations, and future work. 
 

1.5 Delimitations 

 
 Due to unavailability of real IXP data, we were limited to custom traffic 

traces, generated using Zipf distribution [8]. These traces are close 
approximate of Internet traffic. In contrast, real IXP traffic traces could 
provide much better insight into traffic patterns and would allow us to 
answer questions such as “what percentage of traffic matches most of the 
forwarding plane rules in hardware switch?” This could allow us to find 
out real heavy hitter flows and install rules for them. 

 Currently, the system was evaluated in a virtual network environment 
based on Mininet. This emulator lacks performance fidelity. 

 

1.6 Outline 

 
The overall structure of the thesis takes the form of six chapters. 
Chapter 2 provides the background, introduces the subject area, and discusses 
the related work. 
Chapter 3 concerns with the methodology used for this thesis. 
Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the system. 
Chapter 5 presents an evaluation of the system and discusses the results. 
Chapter 6 concludes the report with a summary of the presented work, some of 
the limitations, and finally future work. 
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2 Literature Study 

This chapter presents the literature study which introduces the subject area 
related to the problem.  Section 2.1 provides a detailed overview of Internet 
eXchange Points (IXPs). Section 2.2 describes the most important and relevant 
aspects of Inter-Domain Routing, specifically, the emphasis is on the Border 
Gateway Protocol (BGP). We also provide a brief overview of the policy 
language used in one of the largest IXPs. Section 2.3 explains the main concepts 
at the core of the emerging networking paradigm called Software Defined 
Networking (SDN) along with its most prominent realization, the OpenFlow 
protocol [12].  After the background discussion, in Section 2.4, the report 
describes prior literature related to our work, comparing different approaches 
such as reactive, proactive, and combined approaches. Furthermore, we also 
discussed verification methods and their applicability to the problem. 
 

2.1 Internet eXchange Points – IXPs 

 
This section contains an overview of some important aspects of IXPs. We start 
with a brief definition and history. We then describe the architecture, basic 
operations, and services. After that, we compare two different interconnection 
mechanisms such as “direct” (or bilateral) interconnections and “multilateral” 
peering through the public infrastructure of IXP. Finally, we discuss the 
economic and non-economic benefits of peering. 
 
IXP Introduction: An Internet eXchange Point (IXP) is a physical location 
with shared network infrastructure where different service providers such as 
Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and CDNs connect with each other for the 
purpose of exchanging traffic among them [2]. Figure 2-1 below shows basic 
connectivity in the IXP network. 

 
Figure 2-1: Connectivity in IXP network 
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The service providers use the standard de-facto inter-domain routing protocols, 
e.g., the BGP, to exchange reachability information (routes) about their known 
destination networks with other members. Each member announces or 
withdraws routes according to its own peering policies, e.g., to whom a route 
should be announced. The received routes are then used for sending traffic. In 
short, an IXP enables peering among members. Peering is subject to the 
members’ policies and can be free of cost or paid depending upon the type of 
IXP.   
IXPs can be categorized based on profitability. According to these criteria, there 
are two types of IXPs; one is the for-profit and another is non-profit. European 
IXPs follow non-profit models while major North American IXPs follow the for-
profit model [2]. DE-CIX is an example of a European non-profit IXP while 
Equinix is an example of the for-profit model. Irrespective of the profitability 
model, these IXPs have different types of members that peer for different 
purposes. 
IXP members can be categorized based on their function. Based on this 
criterium, there are different types of IXP members including Large and Small 
ISPs, content hosting and CDNs, enterprise networks, transit providers, 
academic campuses, research organizations, and DNS providers etc., [13].  
 
Brief History of IXPs: IXPs have traditionally been known as Network 
Access Points (NAPs) in Internet literature. They started life from the set of four 
NAPs (i.e., MAE-East, Sprint, PacBell, and Ameritech NAP) who served as 
interconnection points for commercial backbone network service providers 
after the retirement of NSFNET (provided distributed architecture to scale 
original experimental ARPANET) [1]. These NAPs enabled each other’s 
customer ISPs (ISP is loosely referred to any organization providing Internet 
access to end users or other ISPs) to exchange traffic [13].  With the growth of  
Internet, the NAPs were gradually replaced by IXPs. Some examples which are 
one of the largest IXPs worldwide are AMS-IX, DE-CIX, LINX, MSK-IX, and 
Equinix.  
 
Purpose - Economic and Non-Economic benefits of peering: Different 
service providers connect to the IXP for different purposes depending upon 
their purpose. The first and far most important benefit of peering at an IXP is 
that the member gets immediate physical connectivity to all other members 
with no additional cost. Network (or logical) connectivity can be established 
after an explicit consent based on bilateral or multilateral arrangements among 
members.  
Some members seek benefits based on their business purpose such as CDNs [1]. 
The CDNs have an open peering policy for traffic exchange to encourage as 
many members as possible to peer with them. Whereas, large service providers 
and transit network providers do not want to have an open peering policy. They 
want to have a peering relationship with other larger service providers freely 
and peer with smaller ISPs for some fees [1]. 
Apart from economic incentives, the members gain other benefits that include 
improved network performance, reduced latency (short round-trip times), and 
short routing paths [2]. 
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IXP Architecture: Typically, an IXP network architecture consists of layer 2 
switching fabric that interconnects members using their routers [1]. Figure 2-2 
depicts the typical architecture of the IXP network.  

Member AS1 Member AS2

Member AS3

Member AS4

IXP Network

Ethernet Switch

WAN link WAN link

BGP Router 
AS4

BGP Router 
AS3

BGP Router 
AS1

BGP Router 
AS2

 
Figure 2-2: IXP network architecture 

 
In general, there are three types of peering modes on the Internet. The first one 
is called private peering that is formed using direct interconnection outside the 
IXP network. The other two exist in IXP environment; these are bilateral and 
multilateral peering. In a bilateral peering, each member establishes a BGP 
session directly between their routers through the shared IXP infrastructure 
which enables them to exchange IP traffic [13]. On the other hand, in a 
multilateral peering, members establish a BGP session with a route server in 
the IXP infrastructure and exchange routes. The peering is IXP are built over 
shared connectivity infrastructure. 
The connectivity infrastructure mainly consists of a layer 2 switching fabric 
based on Ethernet, FDDI or ATM switches or a mixture of them. Typically, IXP 
network is based on Ethernet. Some IXPs use layer 3 networks for 
interconnection among the members but it is not a widely used architecture. 
Some very large IXPs have a distributed and scalable architecture where the 
core is distributed across different geographical locations. This allows the IXP 
to have different points of presence where members can connect. In the rest of 
the thesis, we assume Ethernet connectivity in the IXP network. 
One problem that arises in this architecture is the MAC address spoofing, in 
which a malicious member uses another member’ MAC address claiming to be 
a legitimate member. To mitigate this problem, the IXP maintains a MAC 
address to port mapping on the switch. The switch drops all such traffic coming 
from wrong MAC address on a particular port. 
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Another important aspect of the architecture is the IP configuration. Typically, 
all members share a private address space. 
To sum up, the IXP is a mere layer 2 network which typically consists of an 
Ethernet where members can have bilateral and multilateral peering. 
 
Operations and Services: The IXP administration is responsible for the 
management and maintenance of facilities and network infrastructure as well 
as memberships [2]. To become a member, the service provider needs to fulfill 
a few requirements. First, a public Autonomous System number is required for 
operating inter-domain routing protocols such as BGP (see next subsection). 
Second, the member must bring its own router to the IXP facility which 
connects to the Ethernet switch on one end and WAN connection to its network 
on the other end. Finally, the router must be able to run BGP for routing 
exchange with other members across the IXP network. This process of peering 
in the IXP is very simple compared to private peering using direct 
interconnection outside the IXP. The new member can be up and running in no 
time exchanging routing information and traffic with other members. In 
addition to quick access to a large number of peering, the IXP provides some 
value-added features. 
Contemporary IXPs provide value-added services to its members. One such 
service is, to facilitate the multilateral peering. Multilateral peering uses a 
Route Server, provided by the IXP, which helps avoid each member managing 
the peering relationship with each other. This method solves the scalability 
problem by reducing the number of connections for each member from (n-1) to 
1, where n is the number of members or their routers [13]. Each member creates 
a BGP session from its router with a route server and provides its routes. 
Another member who want to peer, create a connection from its router to the 
route server and receives routing information for a particular peer. This is, in 
contrast, to directly create a BGP session with that member. In this setup, the 
route server does not take part in routing or switching, rather its sole purpose 
is to facilitate routing exchange among members and impose certain policies on 
redistribution. Another notable service that IXPs provide is, to enable bilateral 
peering across its shared infrastructure. In this setup, a member ISP directly 
exchange routes with another member using a BGP connection without the 
route server. Other services include hosting CDNs, DNS, and facilitating private 
interconnections which are the same as direct interconnection but may offer 
better isolation guarantees. 
 

2.2 The Border Gateway Protocol 

 
The Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) is the de facto standard routing protocol 
for inter-domain routing, used in and between network service providers [14]. 
Routers that run BGP process are called BGP speakers. When BGP speakers 
establish a connection for the purpose of sharing routing information then they 
are referred to as neighbors or peers.  
The main purpose of BGP is to exchange routing information between two BGP 
speakers that are neighbors. The routing information includes prefixes and 
their reachability information (ANNOUNCE / WITHDRAW) along with the list 
of Autonomous Systems (ASes) that it has traversed. An Autonomous System 
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(AS) is a realm containing a set of routers and prefixes under single 
administrative authority. For example, an Internet Service Provider (ISP), 
university, Content Distribution Network (CDN), or an enterprise such as 
Google. An AS uses an inter-domain routing protocol (e.g., BGP) between ASes 
and an intra-domain Interior Gateway Protocol (IGP), such as RIP, OSPF, IS-
IS. BGP can be further subdivided into two sub-protocols: external BGP (eBGP) 
and internal BGP (iBGP). The eBGP is used to distribute network routes 
between peers residing in different ASes while iBGP is used for redistributing 
inter-domain routes between peers inside the same AS, as shown in Figure 2-3. 
An AS is identified by a globally unique identifier called AS number (ASN) 
which is administered by IANA. 
BGP is a path-vector protocol which means it records the sequence of all ASes 
that a prefix has traversed [14]. The IP destination prefix is part of a BGP route 
alongside several additional BGP route attributes. These routes are exchanged 
using update messages between BGP speakers. There are two types of updates 
called Announcements and Withdrawals. The announcement is used to 
distribute routes to external peer (residing in another AS) while withdrawal 
update messages signal the unavailability of a route from a certain peer. 
 

iBGP

iBGP
iBGP

eBGP

 
 

Figure 2-3: Peers inside an AS use iBGP and peers across ASes use eBGP 

 
BGP route dissemination: In a peering relationship, a BGP speaker does 
not announce all of its routes. Similarly, it does not accept all routes that it 
receives. It depends on the member’s specified routing policies.  To exchange 
selected routes with its peers, the BGP speaker uses route filtering. When a peer 
receives routes from its neighbors, the configured inbound filters determine 
which routes are accepted. Among the accepted routes, the BGP ranking 
decision process select a best route. The BGP ranking decision can be 
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influenced by the network operator through the use of local-pref and route-
map commands. For the scope of this thesis, there is no need to understand 
how members rank their best routes. When a member selects a best route, it 
applies the export filters, which determine which neighbors are entitled to 
receive a route. When filtering routes, operator can match a special BGP 
attribute, called BGP Community and make the filtering decision dependent on 
this attribute. The BGP Community attribute is used, among other usages, to 
convey one peer’s consent to another peer for a particular route to be advertised 
to other selected members [15]. For example, when a route is announced, the 
sender sets the BGP community values according to its peering policies. The 
policy may dictate sharing this route with specific ASes and restricting to others. 
Upon receipt of this announcement, the peer will further announce or restrict 
this route to another peer depending upon intent shown in the Community 
value for that particular member. In short, filtering based on Community 
attribute enables BGP peers, inside or outside the IXP environment, to enforce 
their policies regarding inflow of traffic. 

2.2.1 Policy Routing with BGP 

 
This section discusses policy routing using the BGP protocol. First, we provide 
a brief overview of BGP update message. Next, we describe BGP Community 
path attribute in detail. Finally, this section shows an example of the BGP 
Community attribute-based policy language, used in one the well-known IXPs. 
 
BGP update message: 
The BGP UPDATE message is one of the four message types that are exchanged 
between BGP speakers. Other messages are OPEN, NOTIFICATION and 
KEEPALIVE [14]. It contains three pieces of information. First, the list of 
prefixes (list of destination IP addresses) reachable through the advertiser. 
Second, it includes Path attributes which in turn include the list of ASes that the 
route has traversed as well as more information about the path. Third, when 
routes become unavailable, the neighbor withdraws these routes by including 
them in the update message. The route is included as part of the withdrawals in 
the update message only when it becomes unreachable. Change of information 
about the route such as the discovery of a new path for the same prefix does not 
require withdrawal, instead, a new route is advertised. Figure 2-4 shows the 
format of the BGP update message. 
 

 
BGP Header 

 
Unfeasible Routes Length 

 
Withdrawn Routes (List of <Length, Prefix>) 

 
Path Attributes Length 

 
Path Attributes (List of <Attr Type, Attr Length, Attr Value>) 

 
Network Layer Reachability Information (List of <Length, Prefix>) 

 
Figure 2-4: BGP UPDATE message format 
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After connection establishment between the peers, all routes are exchanged 
initially [14]. Afterward, only changes are shared using incremental updates 
instead of complete periodic updates. An update message can include one or 
more prefixes having the same path attributes, to be announced. More than one 
prefixes can be included in the update message for withdrawal as well. In 
general, zero or more prefixes can be part of announcement and withdrawal in 
update message at the same time. 
 
BGP Path Attributes: 
BGP path attributes are properties of a route (prefix) and are part of the BGP 
UPDATE message. For instance, the BGP Community attribute is one of many 
path attributes. Community refers to the set of prefixes that share some 
common characteristics [15]. For example, a group of prefixes that belong to 
the government, research or educational communities, irrespective of their 
Autonomous System. These attributes are used by the BGP decision process in 
the route filtering process and defining routing policies. Some of the other most 
important path attributes include ORIGIN, AS_PATH, NEXT_HOP, 
LOCAL_PREF, MED, COMMUNITY [14]. 
 
IXP Policy Language: 
In general, routing policies are enforced through the redistribution of routes. 
Policies are determined from the requirements based on economic efficiency, 
economic, security, political, and other reasons [16]. The following examples 
illustrate the use of BGP policies in general: 
 

 If the AS want to provide transit to selected ASes, then it can advertise 
the routes to selected ASes only. 

 The use of Community path attribute can indicate its intention for 
further sharing or no sharing of a route. 
 

As explained in the previous section, the BGP Community path attribute can be 
used for enforcing routing policies. Typically, Community is used in the IXP 
environment to honor members’ peering policies through the route server. 
Besides, it can also be used in bilateral peering in the IXP environment. 
Moreover, the use of Community is not restricted to an IXP setup. In short, 
since the BGP Community attribute is part of the update message, it can be used 
in direct peering outside the IXP as well as bilateral and multilateral peering 
inside the IXP. 
For policy routing using Community inside the IXP, the members use 
community values provided by their IXP. These Community values have a 
specific meaning. The values show the intent of a member to the IXP route 
server or the bilateral member, whether this route should be further shared 
with other members or not. In this thesis, we use the policy language used by 
one of the world's largest IXP, DE-CIX Frankfurt [17]. 
Typically a BGP update message with a Community path attribute-based policy 
looks as follows: 
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134.1.0.0/16 via 80.81.192.222 on bond0 [R192_222 2018-04-10 05:53:10] * 
(100) [AS680i] 
Type: BGP unicast univ 
BGP.origin: IGP 
BGP.as_path: 680 
BGP.next_hop: 80.81.192.222 
BGP.med: 845 
BGP.local_pref: 100 

BGP.community: (0,6695) (6695,8075) (6695,16509)       
(6695,20825) (6695,25152)   (65101,1002) (65102,1000) 
(65103,276) (65104,150) 
via 80.81.193.222 on bond0 [R193_222 2018-03-23 09:43:53] (100) [AS680i] 

 
The BGP update message contains Community path attribute which consists of 
an IP prefix and an “export” policy, which is either a whitelist or a blacklist of 
AS numbers. The format is explained in Table 2-1. 
In this example, 6695 is private AS number of the IXP. All other numbers 
represent public AS-numbers of the IXP peers. Moreover, the community may 
contain other private AS numbers such as the one used in NO-EXPORT 
(65535:65281) and NO-ADVERTISE (65535:65282). In this thesis, we ignore 
NO-EXPORT and NO-ADVERTISE. The BGP community is evaluated as per 
the following evaluation order where lowest order is preferred: 
 
Evaluation 
Order 

Community Description 

1 0:$PEER-AS Redistribute to all peers except 
$PEER-AS 

2 6695:$PEER-AS Redistribute to $PEER-AS 

3 0:6695 Do not redistribute 

4 6695:6695 Redistribute to all Route Server peers 

 
Table 2-1: BGP Community evaluation order 

 
The following examples are based on examples in [17], which show black-list 
and white-list. 
 
Example 1: whitelist 

BGP announcements marked with the following communities are only re-distributed 
to AS64501 and AS64502: 
(0:6695) 
(6695:64501) 
(6695:64502) 

 
Example 2: blacklist 

BGP announcements marked with the following communities are re-distributed to all 
peers / ASNs except AS64501 and AS64502: 
(0:64501) 
(0:64502) 
(6695:6695) 
 

Example 3: Wildcard black-list and wildcard white-list 
BGP announcements marked with the following community are re-distribute to all 
peers / ASNs. 
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(6695:6695) 
And announcements marked with the following community are not distributed to any 
other peer ASN. 
(0:6695) 
 

BGP State Update: These are simple BGP UPDATE messages which show 
that a particular route has gone down or came up. It applies to the whole prefix 
policy instead of particular AS in policy. For example, 
 
134.1.0.0/16 ANNOUNCE  
OR  
134.1.0.0/16 WITHDRAW 
 
BGP policy always works along with state for a respective prefix. The policy will 
not announce a route if it is withdrawn using BGP state update. 
 
Rules Generator: 
Routing policies that are based on BGP Community attribute are translated to 
OpenFlow rules. The translation happens as shown in the following examples, 
 
1. Simplified BGP white-list policy with COMMUNITY attribute in BGP 

UPDATE message: 
 

10.0.0.0/24 ANNOUNCE 100 123 200 
 

This policy means that the member sending an advertisement update 
message with this community attribute intends to receive traffic from the 
given list of ASNs (i.e., AS100, AS123, and AS200) and not from any other 
ASN. 
To impose this policy in the forwarding plane, this policy should be 
translated into installable rules. The following example shows translation of 
this policy into corresponding rules in the data plane: 
 
 

match_dst_ip=10.0.0.0/24 and src_mac=mac(100) -> fwd(1) 
match_dst_ip=10.0.0.0/24 and src_mac=mac(123) -> fwd(1) 
match_dst_ip=10.0.0.0/24 and src_mac=mac(200) -> fwd(1) 
match_dst_ip=10.0.0.0/24) -> drop 
 

Where the map function maps AS numbers into the MAC addresses used at the 
IXP. The rules except the last one mean to forward any traffic packet having the 
destination IP address matching the prefix and source MAC address (ASN 
translated to MAC address through maintaining a mapping) to port 1 of the 
switch. The last line means to drop traffic from any other ASN (MAC address). 
 
To sum up, this section has provided a brief introduction to the BGP protocol 
and policy routing. Moreover, it described the use of BGP Community 
attribute for policy routing in the IXP environment for multilateral peering 
through the route server. 
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2.3 Software Defined Networking – SDN & OpenFlow 

 
This section provides a basic introduction to the Software Defined Networking 
(SDN) paradigm [18] including its history and benefits. It also discusses the 
limitations of traditional networks and how SDN solves these problems. Then 
we discuss the OpenFlow protocol. Finally, the role of the Network Operating 
System (NOS) is discussed, taking the POX SDN Controller [19] as a reference. 

2.3.1 Introduction 

 
The complexity and inflexibility of traditional IP networks have led the 
operators and researchers to look for new paradigms that could provide 
simplicity and flexibility. Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging 
paradigm which separates the control plane from the data plane thereby 
providing simplicity and flexibility [18]. The control plane is responsible for 
decision making regarding the flow of traffic in the network such as routing, 
switching, load balancing, firewall etc., while the data plane is responsible for 
handling traffic as per guidelines (instructions in terms of flows) provided by 
the control plane. Data plane device could be hardware based (well-known 
vendors VMWare/NICIRA, NoviFlow, BigSwitch, Juniper, CISCO) or software 
based (e.g., Open vSwitch) while the control plane consists of a software stack 
referred to as a controller, over commodity hardware. In short, both layers 
coordinate to forward the traffic. 
SDN enables flow based forwarding in contrast to traditional networks where 
forwarding decisions are made based on the destination IP address. Flow refers 
to the set of fields across the packet header, irrespective of the layer, such as 
layer 2 (Ethernet), layer 3 (IP), layer 4 (TCP/UDP) and layer 5 (Application) 
protocols. This means that a single forwarding device can provide services 
across multiple layers of TCP/IP stack such as switching, routing, load 
balancing, firewalls etc. Figure 2-5 shows SDN architecture where network 
applications running on top of the controller push forwarding rules into the 
data plane, thereby allowing to program the forwarding plane. 
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Figure 2-5: SDN architecture, the separation of control and data plane [18] 

 
SDN is very suitable to the nature of the problem that we are trying to solve 
because it separates the control and data planes. The controller in the control 
plane provides a central location for enforcing and managing policies and state 
while the data plane switches are responsible for forwarding. In case of 
unavailability of the control plane, the data plane can use the last known state 
without affecting packet forwarding. 

2.3.2 A Brief History of SDN 

 
SDN is based on the idea of separation between control and data plane, 
however, this idea is not started with SDN. In fact, the need was first highlighted 
by SANE [20] in the clean slate project, which introduced a centralized 
controller for routing and access control decisions as well as enforcement of 
policies. The authors argue that since security policies are dependent upon 
physical topology, addresses, and physical ports, rather than authenticated 
end-points, the security policies are no more valid when the state of the network 
changes. To solve this problem, a central location, they call it Domain 
Controller, for centralized enforcement of policies, was introduced. 
ETHANE [6] gave birth to the concept of SDN by taking routes from the SANE 
project (centralized controller with global policy enforcement) and introduced 
a simple programmable flow based forwarding plane. It takes the concept of 
centralized enforcement of policies one step further and introduces 
programmable switches called Ethane switches. In this architecture, the central 
controller receives the first packet of the flow and uses the global security policy 
to determine its fate by creating a rule and installing it to the ethane switch. All 
subsequent packets belonging to the same flow are handled by ethane switch 
without referring to the controller. The switches are dumb devices which 
forwards packets as per the instructions of the controller. 
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2.3.3 SDN Benefits 

 
Vendor lock-in has hindered innovation in the networking industry for a long 
time. It takes months to years for design, development, and commercialization 
of new protocols (e.g., routing protocol), products (firewalls, IDS/IPS, load 
balancers) and networking devices (router, switch), to ensure interoperability, 
due to the coupling of software and hardware [21].  
The decoupling of control and data plane enables innovation by allowing 
changes to one plane without affecting the other. The vendor or operator can 
release new software releases, services or hardware upgrades independently of 
software and hardware [18]. This results in simplified forwarding devices whose 
sole purpose is switching traffic while the logically centralized controller 
implements control logic.  
The logical centralization of the control logic offers a central location for policy 
enforcement and network (re)configuration. Change in policy or configuration 
can be applied immediately from the single location. The global knowledge of 
the networking state in central place allows the development of innovative 
applications, services and networking functions [18]. 
Furthermore, SDN simplifies network management. The operator can easily 
manage both software and hardware devices in heterogeneous environments 
from a central location. In addition, it enables virtualization where new devices 
and networks could be provisioned on demand [18]. 

2.3.4 OpenFlow 

 
OpenFlow [12] is a standard protocol that is used to communicate between the 
controller and the forwarding plane. To coordinate these two functions, an 
abstraction layer is required to hide the implementation details of the switches, 
allowing interoperability in a multivendor environment. OpenFlow provides 
such standardized API. Figure 2-6 shows the role of OpenFlow in SDN 
architecture.  
This open interface enables controller communication in a heterogeneous 
environment of switches. This, in turn, enables innovation by allowing to 
experiment with new ideas and protocols since the control plane can change 
without the need for change in data plane hardware device [12]. 
OpenFlow devices consist of two major components. First, there is a secure 
channel between the controller and the switch which uses SSL connection for 
communication. This part belongs to the control plane and is software based. 
The second part is the flow table or set of flow table pipeline which is part of the 
data plane in hardware.  
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Figure 2-6: OpenFlow high-level architecture [12] 

 
OpenFlow enabled SDN devices to have programmable flow tables. Figure 2-7 
shows an OpenFlow enabled SDN device with a flow table. A flow table entry or 
rule consists of three parts. The first part is a matching Rule, second is Action 
and the last part is counters or statistics for that flow entry. This entry matches 
traffic based on the subset of fields such as Ethernet, IP, and/or TCP/UDP in 
the packet header and performs some action such as forward to port x, drop the 
packet or rewrite packet header.  
The switch matches each packet against the installed flow entries in the flow 
table. If a match is found, the corresponding action is performed otherwise the 
packet is sent to the controller who decides what to do with it [22]. Normally, 
the default rule is to send the unmatched packet to the controller but if this rule 
does not exist, the packet will be dropped by the switch without sending it to 
the controller. If multiple rules match then rule priority is used as a tie-breaker. 
The process for matches having the same priority is undefined and anyone rule 
can be applied. 
 

 
 

Figure 2-7: OpenFlow enabled SDN device architecture [18] 
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Message Types: 
OpenFlow supports three types of messages between the controller and the 
switch [22]: 
1. Controller-to-switch messages: These messages are sent by the controller to 

switch for the purpose of configuration, switch capabilities requests, 
statistics requests and managing flow table entries (add, delete, modify). 

2. Symmetric messages: These messages are sent by both controller and switch 
to report connection issues. 

3. Asynchronous messages: These messages are sent by the switch to the 
controller to report state changes in the network; for example changes in 
switch port status (up/down), add or remove switches etc. 

 
OpenFlow Services: 
OpenFlow enabled devices can perform multiple functions. Due to the 
flexibility of matching traffic irrespective of the TCP/IP layer, a device can 
function as router, switch, firewall, NAT, traffic engineering or the role of any 
middle-box device [12]. Moreover, these functions can be combined in a single 
device. The following examples illustrate some well-known OpenFlow services: 
 
Switching: 
 

Switch 
port 

MAC 
src 

MAC 
dst 

Eth 
type 

VLAN 
id 

IP 
src 

IP 
dst 

IP 
prot 

TCP 
src_port 

TCP 
dst_port 

Action 

    *            *         00:1a   *          *             *      *        *         *                 *             port1 
 
Flow Switching: 
 

Switch 
port 

MAC 
src 

MAC 
dst 

Eth 
type 

VLAN 
id 

IP 
src 

IP 
dst 

IP 
prot 

TCP 
src_port 

TCP 
dst_port 

Action 

  2           00:1b  00:1a   0800  1        1.2.3.4  1.2.3.5 4    15200      80            port 1 
 
IP Routing: 
 

Switch 
port 

MAC 
src 

MAC 
dst 

Eth 
type 

VLAN 
id 

IP 
src 

IP 
dst 

IP 
prot 

TCP 
src_port 

TCP 
Dst_port 

Action 

     *            *           *          *             *        *   1.2.3.4  *         *                 *            port1 
        
Firewall: 
 

Switch 
port 

MAC 
src 

MAC 
dst 

Eth 
type 

VLAN 
id 

IP 
src 

IP 
dst 

IP 
prot 

TCP 
src_port 

TCP 
dst_port 

Action 

     *           *             *        *         *             *       *       * *             80       drop 
 
We use OpenFlow to install policy translated rules into the forwarding plane. It 
is selected due to the following features,  

 Large network device vendor adaptation which means that commodity 
switches from well-known vendors such as Cisco and Juniper are 
available in the market. 

 Readily available in the Mininet environment which we intend to use for 
the test environment. 

OpenFlow does not have a viable alternative currently, therefore its alternatives 
are not considered. 
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2.3.5 NOS – Network Operating Systems 

 
Network Operating System or Controller is a layer of abstraction that provides 
a programmatic interface for controlling and monitoring the underlying 
network [23]. This programmatic interface hides low-level details of the 
network infrastructure and enables the development of network services and 
applications. These applications depend on high-level abstractions (e.g., 
hostname, user) rather than low-level configuration parameters (e.g., MAC, IP 
address). The management applications leverage a centralized model where the 
network state is available in the same machine instead of distributed across the 
network. NOX [23] is an example of such a network operating system. It is an 
extension to SANE [20] and ETHANE [6] because it enables different kinds of 
applications over SDN rather than just security; for example routing, switching, 
firewall, NAT, load balancer etc. It leverages OpenFlow [12] for communication 
with underlying switches thereby providing abstraction over a heterogeneous 
network environment. The abstraction level provided by NOX is network-wide 
just like the operating system that provides system-wide abstraction. Whereas 
OpenFlow [12] provides an abstraction for a particular network component 
(e.g., a switch) just like device driver in an operating system [23]. 
 
POX SDN controller: 
POX [19] SDN controller is another example of a network operating system. We 
selected it for this project due to its widespread use in academia. Although the 
documentation is poor, many examples of any feature could be easily found 
since the academic community is very active. Moreover, it currently supports 
OpenFlow [12] version 1.0 which is enough for the features we require. We 
selected POX after evaluating other options such as Beacon [24], Ryu [25], 
FloodLight [26], NOX [23] and OpenDayLight [27] etc. A good comparison of 
contemporary SDN controllers is provided in [18]. The most important features 
are summarized in the following Table 2-2. 
 

 
Controller/Features 

 
POX 

 
Ryu 

 
Beacon 

 
FloodLight 

 
NOX 

 
OpenDayLight 

 
Programming 
Language 

 
Python 

 
Python 

 
Java 

 
Java 

 
C++ 

 
Java 

 
License 

 
GPLv2 
 

 
Apache 
2.0 

 
GPLv2 

 
Apache 

 
GPLv3 

 
EPL v1.0 

 
OpenFlow version 

 
v1.0 

 
v1.{0, 
2, 3} 

 
v1.0 

 
v1.0 

 
v1.0 

 
v1.{0, 3} 

 
Northbound API 

Ad-
hoc 
API 

Ad-hoc 
API 

Ad-hoc 
API 

RESTFUL 
API 

Ad-hoc 
API 

REST, 
RESTCONF 

 
Documentation 

 
Poor 

 
Fair 

 
Fair 

 
Good 

 
Poor 

 
Very Good 

 
Setup 

 
Easy 

 
Easy 

 
Fair 

 
Fair 

 
Difficult 

 
Fair 

 
Table 2-2: Comparison of contemporary SDN controllers 
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2.4 Related Work 

 
As stated earlier, stopping malicious traffic in the IXP requires consistency 
between control and data plane which requires installing filtering rules in the 
forwarding plane. The major challenge to achieve this goal is the huge number 
of rules required to store in the forwarding plane device. To solve this problem, 
in this project, we study the design space between reactive and proactive 
approaches; therefore, the related work is divided into respective subsections. 

2.4.1 Reactive Approaches 

 
In the most basic form of a reactive approach, a controller application monitors 
incoming events from the forwarding devices. Upon receipt of such an event, 
the application applies the firewall policy, resulting in either permit or drop of 
a packet. In addition, the rules are installed in the forwarding plane for 
subsequent flows. This approach was first used in the ETHANE [6] and later 
employed by the NOX [23], to enforce global security policy from a centralized 
location. This is a naïve approach which suffers from various problems. 
The major problem with this approach is the performance and scalability that 
suffer when the size of the network grows. As a result, both the control and data 
planes become the bottleneck. Also, this approach can detect flow violations 
based on statically pre-installed policies but does not support dynamic policy 
updates. Moreover, it is limited to detect flow packet violations instead of flow 
policy violation [28]. Nevertheless, this approach provides a good starting point 
for the solution to the problem of mitigating policy violations in the IXP.  
FlowGuard [28] uses a reactive approach but solves some of the shortcomings 
of earlier solutions. It is a complete framework for building SDN firewalls. It 
also solves the dynamic updates problem as well as supports both the detection 
and resolution of policy violations. Upon detecting network state changes or 
configuration updates, it uses Space Analysis techniques to detect flow policy 
violations. The reactive approach suffers from the performance problems due 
to frequent control and data plane interaction for flow setup.  
The DevoFlow [29] project tries to minimize data and control plane interaction 
by employing monitoring techniques. The authors argue that all flow setups 
through control plane involvement create overhead for switches, network, and 
controller. This overhead can be reduced by keeping flows in the data plane.  
DevoFlow solves this problem by allowing the switches to handle most of the 
flows. To achieve this, it uses wildcard rules and hash-based techniques such as 
ECMP. Consequently, this requires identifying flows which can be represented 
using wildcard rules. To identify important flows (e.g., elephant flows), it uses 
efficient statistics collection mechanisms. These mechanisms are based on 
different strategies such as push (switch triggers and reports), pull (controller 
send the request for statistics collection) and sampling random packet headers. 
Similar to DevoFlow, we use the pull-based approach to fetch the data plane 
statistics for sampling flows to be used for finding heavy hitter flows. 

2.4.2 Proactive Approaches 

In the proactive approach, all rules are installed in the forwarding plane 
proactively. Google Espresso [30] is an example of this approach. It solves the 
similar problem of mitigating unwanted peer traffic at the network edge.  It 
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avoids installing large internet-facing ACLs in commodity switches since the 
size of the ACL is beyond the capacity of these switches. That is, Espresso 
installs a subset of entries in the switch while forwarding the rest of the traffic 
to separate hosts for filtering. In addition, traffic analysis is used to determine 
frequently used entries and install only those in the edge switches while 
installing the rest of the entries on the hosts. We use a similar approach of 
installing a subset of the rules in the hardware switch while outsourcing rest of 
the rules to software switches. Moreover, we use real-time monitoring and 
analysis of traffic to find heavy hitter flows, in order to distribute rules between 
switches effectively. 
Another example of a proactive approach is a Source-Based Path Selection [31] 
method that uses cryptographic operations. In this approach, source embeds 
path information in the packet header, predetermined in the control plan, 
which is used by data plane forwarding devices. This approach looks very 
suitable and efficient to solve our problem but it works at the granularity of AS-
level. As a result, it either permits or denies everything from an AS but we need 
to permit or deny certain prefixes from ASes instead of whole traffic. 
 
Heavy Hitters: 
To scale proactive approach, rules are partitioned across the hardware switch 
and software-based rule filtering engines, to keep all traffic in the data plane. 
However, a hardware switch can hold a limited amount of rules. As a result, 
flows which do not find a match in the hardware switch suffers additional 
latency due to the trip to rule filtering engines. Therefore, the flows which fetch 
more traffic should be in hardware switch while the rest in rule filtering engines. 
There are various approaches available for partitioning of rules. One naive 
approach is to monitor and sample traffic; find the heavy hitter flows and install 
rules for these flows in the hardware switch. To find heavy hitter flows, we know 
that traffic distribution on the Internet is heavily affected by a few prefixes, for 
example, YouTube and Google.  
To use this observation, Shao et al. [9] propose strategies for proactively 
selecting prefixes for Inter-domain traffic engineering by combining active 
monitoring, statistics gathering, measurements, and analysis of prefix path 
information. The authors argue that it is challenging because traffic 
characteristics of a prefix vary over time. Therefore, it is hard to predict the 
prefixes that will carry more traffic in the near future and remain stable over 
time. Similar to this study, we try to reduce the size of the flow table by trying 
to predict heavy hitter prefixes. 
A similar study [10] support this idea of few prefixes having most of the traffic. 
The authors argue that Internet traffic at various levels of aggregation follows 
Zipf’s law i.e., the amount of traffic per flow is according to Zipf distribution. 
The aggregation level could be coarse-grained such as traffic going to a 
network/prefix or fine-grained such as traffic from a single source to a single 
destination.  
Another similar study [8] also suggest that Internet traffic has Zipf-like 
properties and this enables the possibility of offloading rules from TCAM 
limited switches to fast packet processors in the data plane. The authors also 
argue that it is challenging to keep track of heavy hitters over time due to the 
dynamic nature of the Internet traffic. However, the volatility in heavy hitters 
results in frequent updates to the data plane. The trade-off between the 
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overhead of modifying the set of heavy hitters against the expected increase in 
offloading performance gains is acceptable.  
Similar to these studies, we partition the rules across the hardware switch and 
software-based rules filtering engines. Moreover, we use Zipf distribution to 
generate custom traffic traces, to emulate IXP traffic for evaluation, due to 
unavailability of real data. 

2.4.3 Proactive & Reactive Combined 

DIFANE [5] combines reactive and proactive approaches with offloading based 
on smart partitioning techniques, to keep most of the flows in the data plane. 
In contrast to a naïve reactive approach, which requires a trip to the controller 
for flow setup, in this approach, however, the packet is forwarded to a software 
switch in the forwarding plane to keep the flows completely in the data plane. 
This requires proactively installing all policies (rules) in the data plane initially. 
But rules are moved to first switch reactively when a packet matches in the 
software switch. 
Just like DIFANE, we proactively partition and distribute the rules across 
switches. But unlike DIFANE, which reactively move rules from secondary rules 
filters (They call it Authority switches) to hardware switch (They call Ingress 
switch and Egress switch), we move the rules proactively, based on the relative 
amount of traffic they match.  

2.4.4 Verification 

The main idea of verification is to predictively ensure the enforcement of 
organizational network policy/invariants in networks, offline or in real-time. 
Historically, proactive or offline techniques such as Anteater [32], HSA [33] and 
NICE [34] have been used to statically analyze the data plane. Recently, reactive 
techniques such as NetPlumber [35] and VeriFlow [36] are used for verification 
in real-time. 
NICE uses model checking to explore the state space of the whole network in 
combination with Symbolic Execution to overcome the large space of test data. 
It takes the target system, which consists of OpenFlow program, network 
topology, and correctness properties, as input; applies state space search using 
Model Checking; outputs traces of property violations. To this end, it can be 
used to verify the correct behavior of our system in offline mode but unable to 
handle dynamic policy updates in real time.  
FlowChecker [37] and Anteater use similar ideas of model checking. These 
systems are inherently slow with running times from several seconds to hours.  
Another verification method called NetPlumber is based on the earlier work of 
HSA by the same authors. It is used for real-time policy checking. It works by 
monitoring and observing dynamic state changes at the logically centralized 
controller and verify compliance in response. The problem with this approach 
is that it offers just detection but no prevention and resolution. Another similar 
approach is VeriFlow which verifies network-wide invariants in real time. It 
could be interesting to add a resolution to both these techniques and apply to 
our problem. 
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2.4.5 Filtering Engines 

 
Packet filters are required for scalability of the data plane. There are various 
options available for this purpose. It includes eBPF [38], Click [39], a software 
switch such as Open vSwitch [40] [41] and P4 [42]. The following subsections 
describe these tools. 
 
eBPF - extended Berkeley Packet Filter: 
eBPF [38] is an in-kernel virtual machine, based on Berkley Packet Filter (BPF). 
This virtual machine has its own registers, stack, BPF instructions (Bytecode), 
data structures and verifier for kernel safety. It allows filtering based on 
Ethernet, IP and Transport layers. eBPF programs are written in C, Go and P4 
programming languages which are compiled using GCC or LLVM compiler into 
bytecode. The bytecode can be executed quickly using Just In Time - JIT. 
eBPF uses maps which are data structures for holding key-value pairs of 
different data types such as an array or hashmap. These data structures are used 
to share all interactions between the kernel and user-space; persists the state 
between events. The map is also used for passing the filtering instructions from 
the user-space application to kernel-based eXpress Data Path-XDP programs. 
These programs return values in the same map, for example, the number of 
packets matched and dropped in a map. The map key is IP Address and value 
is the number of dropped packets.  
XDP is a kernel based wrapper or hooks in the driver that allows writing custom 
eBPF programs to filter network packets. The XDP programs filter packets very 
fast because they filter from the network driver. But still, it needs user-space 
code for providing filtering rules (using BPF maps) to XDP program in kernel 
e.g., permit or deny particular IP addresses. 
There are various benefits of eBPF. It is much faster and flexible than the 
iptables because it is kernel based while the iptables is a user-space program. 
In addition, it can be used for aggregating traffic statistics of events in the data 
plane. Also, Open vSwitch uses it internally. Other use cases include load 
balancing, DDoS protection; large-scale examples include Facebook-load 
balancing & security, Netflix-network monitoring, OVS-virtual switching.  
In short, eBPF enables programmable networking inside the networking stack 
of Linux kernel. 
 
Click: 
Click [39] is a framework based on Network Function Virtualization (NFV), to 
support fast lookup of policies (rules) in the data plane. It is a modular router 
which processes packets in the software. The router is constructed from a 
pipeline of packet processing modules called elements which implement 
functions such as queuing, packet classification and network device interfacing. 
These elements are developed in C++. Most common elements are readily 
available for use in the framework.  
Click offers various benefits. For example, it is extendible since it allows writing 
new modules or elements such as one for monitoring and dropping matching 
flows. Also, the software router can be easily deployed on commodity PC. 
Moreover, it has a good performance because it is implemented as an extension 
to the Linux kernel. This is the reason it outperforms other user-space software 
routers. 
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These features make it a good option for a filtering engine, to enforce policies 
in the data plane.  
It requires, the policies should be translated into rules and stored in a 
commodity PC based software router. The hardware switch diverts all traffic to 
this filter to enforce policies. The matched flow is either dropped or permitted 
as per policy. In case if the traffic is permitted, it is sent to its destination either 
the same port it came in or another port towards the destination. 
In short, Click router can be used as a fast packet filtering engine in 
combination with a hardware switch to scale the data plane. Thus keeping all 
flows in the data plane for fast forwarding. 
 
Open vSwitch: 
Open vSwitch (OVS) [40] is a software implementation of a virtual network 
switch that supports standard management interfaces and protocols.  
For example, it supports OpenFlow protocol which makes it very suitable for 
SDN environments. It also supports the OVSDB protocol that enables changes 
in a switch configuration database, for operations such as add/remove ports, 
associating controller and switches, QoS configuration etc., [40]. Moreover, it 
also supports the OpenFlow version 1.1 which has multi-table support and 
solves the cross product scalability problem of rules in a single table since all 
combinations of supported header fields explode. The switch uses a tuple space 
search technique for efficient flow search across multiple tables.  
The switch supports both reactive and proactive approaches [40]. In a simple 
reactive approach, the first packet of the flow is sent to the controller while the 
packet is buffered in the switch. The packet is handled as per controller 
instruction. However, this approach is impractical for medium to large 
networks. Therefore, the switch supports a proactive approach to overcome this 
limitation. In the proactive method, the controller preinstalls all rules in the 
switch and no flow requires a visit to the controller. 
Another important feature of Open vSwitch is that it can be deployed as a 
software switch in the virtual machine (VM) hypervisor. It is open-source and 
available for download from [41]. 
We selected this switch as a filtering engine because it is simple to use and 
support standard OpenFlow [12] protocol. In practice, using filtering host with 
one of the earlier-discussed options could support additional features but we 
require only simple filtering, therefore this option suffices for our 
requirements. Another reason for its selection is that since we are using the 
Mininet emulator, this switch is supported out of the box. Using other options 
would require complex configuration changes in the Mininet emulated hosts. 
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3 Method 

This chapter provides a high-level overview of the proposed solution. We omit 
implementation details on purpose and defer them to Chapter 4. First, Section 
3.1 describes our methodological approach. Then, Section 3.2 describes the test 
environment and its configuration. Then, Section 3.3 describes the software 
used in the implementation along with the comparison of available options. 
Finally, Section 3.4 outlines the evaluation of the solution.  

3.1 Approach  

 
Solving the problem requires building a tool that enforces policies, to ensure 
control- and data-plane consistency at the IXP member, in the IXP network. In 
the subsections, we discuss different aspects of the solution in detail. 

3.1.1 System Overview 

The solution is based on the SDN paradigm. According to SDN, a network 
system consists of two decoupled parts: a control- and data-plane. The control-
plane consists of the application controlling the network behavior while the 
data-plane consists a combination of a hardware and software switches that are 
used to physically move packets across the network. Figure 3-1 shows a high-
level overview of the system. 
 

 
Figure 3-1: System overview 

 
Our solution comprises one controller, a set of switches, and the links among 
these devices. An IXP member (e.g., ISP), called ISP-AS1 in the figure, connects 
to the IXP through a link between the IXP member’s hardware switch and the 
IXP Ethernet switch.  
We focus on ISP-AS1 and show how our solution can be adopted to filter 
illegitimate traffic from other IXP members. More service providers can 
connect to the IXP network as it is the case for ISP-AS2. Furthermore, a set of 
external networks that provide connectivity to ISP-AS1 are connected directly 
to ISP-AS1 switch. Figure 3-2 shows application modules, components and 
their interaction in detail. 
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Figure 3-2: Application modules and components interaction 

 
Our application is comprised of three modules. The first module is called the 
Firewall. This module has a rules-generator engine, and it proactively installs 
forwarding rules into the switches. The second module called Updates Handler 
manages dynamic BGP routing policy changes and BGP state updates, as well 
as updates the data-plane accordingly. The last module is the heavy-hitters one, 
which performs per-rule traffic monitoring and manages the transfer and 
offload of rules between the hardware and software switches. This module relies 
upon data plane statistics, which are gathered across specific time intervals. 

3.1.2 Firewall Module 

The Firewall module is responsible for the installation of rules in the data plane. 
First, it loads BGP policies from a file, then generates rules for these policies. 
Finally, it proactively installs these rules in the forwarding plane. 
Before updating the data plane with the rules, the module applies policy and 
state updates as well. These updates are available in separate files. Each update 
consists of a prefix and status (ANNOUNCE or WITHDRAW). If the BGP state 
dictates the prefix to be withdrawn then rules related to this prefix are not 
loaded to the forwarding plane. One option is not to install the rules at all and 
another option is to install DROP rules for this prefix. With both types, the 
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traffic has the same destiny, eventually being dropped. Installing drop rules 
wastes precious TCAM memory in the switch. Another drawback of DROP rules 
installation is, in the case when the route becomes available in the future 
through another Update, the old rules need to be updated (either deleted and 
installed new or modify the old ones). The first option not only saves memory 
but also saves the modification.  
In short, the Firewall module updates the data plane according to existing 
policies and updates. But it is the responsibility of the Heavy-Hitters module to 
organize the rules in the data plane. 

3.1.3 Heavy-Hitters Module 

Heavy-hitters module fetches flow statistics from the data-plane in fixed time 
intervals. These statistics are used to rank flows. Based on the flow ranking, 
rules are moved from software switch to the hardware switch and vice versa. 
The hardware switch holds rules for heavy hitter flows while the software switch 
stores of all the other rules to guarantee that no illegitimate traffic is ever 
allowed. 
In the following subsections, the role of the heavy-hitters module is discussed 
in detail. 
 
Data Plane Statistics Fetching:  
The controller pulls statistics from the data plane in fixed time intervals and 
stores them in a map data structure. This map is rebuilt upon arrival of every 
statistics event, so it gives the latest view of the data plane to the application. 
The system maintains separate maps for the hardware and software switches. 
In addition to maps, both switches are backed up by custom heap data 
structures. The heap is a complete binary tree where the key in the root node is 
minimum (maximum for max-heap) of its children; it must be true for all sub-
trees.  
These heaps are updated from the maps. In short, the maps provide the latest 
view of the data plane while the heaps provide a historical view of the data 
plane. 
There are two types of heaps used in the system, one is used for the hardware 
switch rules and the other for the software switch rules. The hardware switch 
has an associated min-heap which allows quick access to the flows with lesser 
traffic volumes (non-heavy-hitters) while the software switch has a max-heap 
which provides quick access to heavy hitter flows. 
To allow fast updates, the system uses the above heap data structures in 
combination with Maps (or Dictionary). The map allows constant-time access 
to the values of the stored rule counters. The heap instead efficiently prioritizes 
flows according to their volumes. Map keys are flow identifiers while values are 
their respective packet counters. The main advantage of this structure over a 
standard heap-based priority queue is that the packet count can be efficiently 
updated (in O(1)). Otherwise, we will have to search the flow in the heap which 
is an O(N) operation, followed by an update packet count and finally updating 
the heap as the structure has changed. The update of flow counters is a costly 
operation, therefore, we use a mix of a dictionary and heap, called custom heap 
dictionary, which can be used to efficiently update the flow counters. 
Pulling data plane statistics is an expensive operation in terms of processing, 
for both switches and the controller. In addition, it consumes network 
bandwidth. Therefore, to minimize frequent pulls, the system has a 
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configurable timer which can be updated by the administrator based on 
historical or experimental knowledge with a suitable time interval. Currently, 
by default, the timer triggers every 20 seconds, for pulling data-plane statistics. 
 
Traffic-aware Flow Ranking:  
Observe that “permit” forwarding rules will likely have much higher hit ratio 
compared to “deny” rules. A naïve heavy-hitter implementation would end up 
moving all the drop rules on the software switch. This would however create 
forwarding anomalies in the case of black-list policies. For example, consider a 
black-list policy that allows traffic from any network except AS2. This policy can 
be realized at the data-plane level using two policies: one high-priority rule to 
drop traffic from AS2 (for that specific prefix) and one low-priority rule that 
allows traffic from every other AS. If the “drop” rule is moved to the software 
switch and the “allow” rule is kept on the hardware switch, we would have an 
inconsistency since packets from AS2 would first go through the hardware 
switch, match the “allow” rule, and skip the software switch. Therefore, to 
guarantee correct forwarding, the following property must hold at any time: if 
a low-priority rule of an IP prefix is installed into the hardware switch, then 
any higher-priority rule for the same prefix must also be installed into the 
hardware switch. Note therefore that we monitor heavy hitters at the IP prefix 
level of granularity and not at the per-rule granularity. Since each IP prefix may 
occupy a different amount of TCAM space, we divide the amount of traffic 
received for an IP prefix by the number of rules that have to be installed into 
the hardware switch.  
Flows (or IP prefixes) are ranked by traffic volume (flow statistics packet count) 
with the help of a priority queue implementation of a heap data structure. The 
heap uses the above “normalized” computed traffic values to decide which rules 
goes into the software and hardware switches. By default, the heap is min-heap 
which means the rules are ranked lower to higher. For the max-heap, we store 
negative packet count values to rank the smaller values higher and thus make it 
behave as a max-heap. The min-heap is used to keep track of top n least used 
flows from the hardware switch. In contrast, the max-heap is used to keep track 
of top n frequent used flows in the software switch. 
When the flows are ranked, the next step is to update the data plane. 
 
Flow Shuffling:  
The data-plane is updated at fixed time intervals after the rules are ranked 
through their respective heaps in both the hardware and software switches. 
During the update, when a rule moves from the hardware switch to the software 
switch, the flow counters are automatically reset at the switches because the 
rules are removed from one switch and installed in another switch. Packet 
counter statistics cannot be moved together with a rule in OpenFlow. For this 
reason, the flow counters are preserved in the in-memory data structures in the 
application.  
Without preserving the flow counters, a rule would in fact oscillate between the 
switches, causing frequent data plane updates. For example, imagine a rule has 
just moved into the hardware switch from the software switch and the flow 
counter is reset to zero. This rule entry becomes a top entry of the hardware 
switch min-heap. In the next cycle of data plane update, since this is the top 
entry of the heap, it causes a move back to the software switch heap and results 
in an unnecessary data plane update. 
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However, data plane update is an expensive operation. To avoid frequent 
updates, the system not only uses the current time interval but also the 
difference of the previous and current time intervals for packet count. This 
allows, for example, if a flow is not active currently but was heavily active in 
previous time intervals then it will not lose its priority.  
 
Delays during Data Plane Updates: 
Another source of frequent data plane updates is the update event timer which 
is a configurable parameter. When this timer triggers, the data plane is updated. 
If the length of the time interval between two timer events is small then it can 
cause frequent updates. Configuring this parameter requires historical or 
experimental knowledge of the operator. Currently, by default, this value is one 
minute. 
Efficient and reliable data plane update requires careful consideration of 
certain aspects. For example, according to Kuzniar et al [43], an update is not 
an atomic operation, which means to modify a rule, the switch first deactivates 
the old one and then inserts the new one. During the transition period, none of 
the rules forward packets. Further, the authors observed that adding or deleting 
a rule counts as one update, and modifying an existing rule as two. For these 
reasons, we do not use rule modification but instead rely upon two steps 
mechanism to modify a rule. First, the old rule is deleted and then the new one 
is inserted.  
Also, Kuzniar et al [43] report performance characteristics of flow table updates 
in few hardware OpenFlow switches where the focus is on analyzing control 
plane processing times and flow table update rate. According to one of their key 
findings, control plane performance depends upon flow table size, priorities, 
batching of commands and rule update patterns. We have not considered 
optimizing these parameters but they are very important for efficient data plane 
update. The findings of this study are summarized in Table 3-1 below. 
 

Key Findings 

Few outstanding requests are enough to saturate the switch. 

Rule updates get slower as the flow table occupation gets higher. 

Using rule priorities may degrade update performance by an order of magnitude. 

Rule update patterns matter and switches can take advantage of an update locality. 

Barriers are costly at some switches. 

Rule modifications are slower than additions/deletions. 

Barriers should not be trusted! Updates are often applied in hardware hundreds of 
milliseconds after a barrier that confirms them. One of the tested switches reorders updates 
despite the barriers. 
Rule updates get reordered even if there is a barrier between them and they affect the same 
flows. Some switches ignore priorities. 
Rule modification operation is non-atomic and switch may even flood packets for a transient 
period of time! 

 
Table 3-1: Summary of key findings for data plane update [44] 

 
Kuzniar et al [43] further suggest that the barrier command does not guarantee 
flow installation because vendors impose a delay of many milliseconds between 
the hardware and software flow tables rule installation and therefore data plane 
falls behind. They argue further than that if this problem is ignored then it can 
lead to an incorrect network state in which packets might get dropped, or might 
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be sent to wrong destinations. There is no built-in mechanism in OpenFlow 
protocol for acknowledging rule modifications and ensuring atomicity of data 
plane update [44]. Moreover, they have explained other reasons such as some 
switches periodically or randomly stop processing control plane commands for 
some time, data plane state is not consistent with the control plane as it falls 
behind by many ms, it might also reorder the rule installation, and seemingly 
atomic data plane updates might not be atomic at all.  
In spite of the limitations of barriers, we still rely on this mechanism due to its 
simplicity. However, we acknowledge that there are better solutions exist for 
this purpose. For example, Kuzniar et al [44] introduce a transparent layer 
called RUM (Rule Update Monitoring) below an SDN controller that provides 
reliable acknowledgments for rule modifications by intercepting all barrier 
request and reply messages between controller and data plane switches. 
Thereby ensuring that the controller always gets an acknowledgment only after 
the successful update. RUM uses different techniques based on control plane 
barrier acknowledgments and data plane probing. 
 
Partitioning of Rules:  
Partitioning is a process in which a policy, which can consist of multiple rules, 
is installed in the switches. The rules are partitioned between the hardware and 
software switches by the Heavy-Hitters module after the Initial setup. During 
the initial setup, the Firewall module installs all the rules in the software switch. 
This approach has the drawback that initially the traffic experiences additional 
latency due to going through the software switch but soon the rules are moved 
to the hardware switch, based on the heavy-hitters detection. 
During partitioning, when shuffling flows across the switches, it is important to 
consider rules dependency. That means, if the rules are divided across switches, 
there could be unintended consequences. For example, if the drop all 
component (wildcard rule) of a white-list policy, which drops all traffic except 
selected Autonomous Systems, goes to the first switch, all traffic will be dropped 
irrespective of other components of the policy allowing this traffic. The same 
example is applicable to a black-list policy which permits all traffic except 
selected Autonomous Systems. If permit all component is installed in the 
hardware switch then all traffic will be permitted irrespective of the other 
components blocking this traffic but are in software switch where the traffic 
never reaches.  
To solve this problem, one strategy is to always install specific components of a 
policy in the hardware switch while the generic component into the software 
switch. Another strategy is that all policy rules should go to the same switch. 
However, one should be careful when installing all the rules of a policy in the 
same switch. This is because, due to different priority values, if wildcard rule 
component of a policy has higher priority value then all traffic will match this 
rule, hiding the specific components of the policy and eventually handle traffic 
wrongly. This applies equally to white-list and black-list policies. In short, the 
interdependency of rules inside a policy must be considered during 
partitioning. 

3.1.4 Updates Handler Module 

There are two types of messages/events in the control plane that influence a 
change in the forwarding plane. One is the BGP policy update and another one 
is the BGP state update. Both of these messages are managed through an 
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external Python socket listener application. This module is responsible for 
dynamically handling the BGP updates received from the router through the log 
listener in real-time. The arrival of such an update is immediately processed 
and the data plane is updated accordingly. Then the updates are persisted in 
files for future use. If the application is down for some reason, the update will 
stay in the file. In one case, the update could be lost when the log dispatcher has 
successfully dispatched an update and the application was down/crashed 
before applying the update or persisting it. We have chosen this method due to 
simplicity. A proper persistence layer is left as future work.  
Furthermore, it is worth noting that the latest policy or state update overrides 
the previous one based on prefix match. The prefix match works on the basis of 
longest prefix match instead of exact match. All BGP state updates are applied 
immediately. If an update is a route WITHDRAW then we remove all rules 
(ASes) belonging to the policy prefix from both hardware and software 
switches. In the case when the update is a route ANNOUNCE, considering the 
rules were uninstalled previously due to WITHDRAW update, all rules as per 
original policy are installed. It is not possible to modify the policy at the 
moment. For example, to WITHDRAW specific component of the policy, new 
policy update is required which has the updated list of ASes. This new policy 
overrides the old one. All rules as per the old policy are removed from the 
forwarding plane and new rules are installed. We do not use the concept of 
modifying flows in the forwarding plane. We leave the implementation of a 
modify primitive as future work. 

3.1.5 Assumptions 

The system is based on the following assumptions, 
 Statistics pulling and data plane update is done at the fixed time intervals 

that might be too small or large. We rely upon the knowledge of the 
operator to configure suitable timer configuration. 

 Currently, we rely on barriers for rule update confirmation and assume that 
rules are always updated and no update is lost. 

3.1.6 Correction and Reproducibility of Results 

Each experiment is repeated multiple times to remove any chance of errors and 
effects of outliers. If the experiment shows variance greater than 10% across 
runs, it is repeated five more times. The results are stored in files along with the 
source code and the results are reproducible through provided scripts. 
 

3.2 Software 

 
This section provides a brief overview of the software used to evaluate the 
system. It includes testing environment based on Mininet [45] which is a virtual 
network emulator, network testing/debugging tools, traffic generators and 
packet sniffers. Moreover, Python-based custom scripts and Make utility are 
used for enabling the reproducibility of the results. 
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3.2.1 Testing Environment 

 
We developed the application and evaluated it in the enclosed virtual 
environment due to the unavailability of real network environment and devices. 
This allows us to have complete control over each component of the system. In 
addition, the enclosed environment comes in handy for debugging and allows 
us to concentrate on the functionality instead of debugging components 
scattered across the physical network. Moreover, the availability of the network 
in a single machine enables a simple unified view of the network. For this 
reason, the environment is based on Mininet which is described next. 
 
Mininet: 
Mininet [45] is a virtual network emulator that enables experimenting with 
small networks using a single laptop or PC. It allows experimenting with 
custom-built topologies without any physical wiring. It can also be set up on a 
VM, thus isolating the experimental network into a separate space thereby not 
interfering with production networks.  
Mininet provides emulated hosts and switches. Emulated hosts run standard 
Linux operating system which can be used to execute custom scripts, run 
standard services such as software-based routers such as Quagga [46] and 
BIRD [47], and other Linux based software such as Wireshark [48], Tcpdump 
[49] etc. 
Mininet also supports SDN out-of-the-box by offering built-in SDN controller 
and the OVS switch with OpenFlow support. The code from these components 
can be easily incorporated into real physical devices with minimal changes and 
give the same behavior. These are some of the reasons for which Mininet has 
been chosen to create the testbed for evaluating the system. Most important 
aspects of Mininet are summarized in Table 3-2. 
 

Feature Description 
Realistic virtual network Uses real kernel, switches and application code 

Fast and easy to use Any topology can be created quickly and easily 

Flexible, portable and 
customizable 

Can be set up on a single VM machine which is easily portable. 
Runs real Linux kernel, therefore, any Linux software can be 
used for experiments e.g., Wireshark, Tcpdump 

Usage Teaching, research, and development 

Open Source Freely available under permissive BSD license 

SDN and OpenFlow 
support 

It supports SDN and OpenFlow. 

Linux based hosts, 
routers, and switches 

Provide access to Linux based hosts which can be configured 
and scripts can be run dynamically. Moreover, the available 
Open vSwitch is very flexible to configure and supports the 
OpenFlow protocol. Also, Quagga and BIRD routers are 
available as services in hosts through MiniNext extension.  

Programming API Python API for scripting and managing the virtual network 

 
Table 3-2: Mininet features 
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Mininet Limitations: 
Mininet has the following limitations especially regarding lack of performance 
fidelity: 

 The network elements such as switches and hosts share CPU, memory, 
and other resources. This is opposed to a dedicated hardware-based 
network where each element has its own resources. Performance tests 
using Mininet are clearly affected by this constrained environment.  

 It is very difficult to emulate time sequence of events in emulators which 
do not allow to reproduce the performance fidelity of a system [50]. 

 The elements of a physical network are independent of each other and 
operate in parallel while this is not possible in emulator environment 
due to limited CPU cores [50]. 

 A resource-hungry process on one element affects the entire network 
because of the scheduler which cannot assign adequate resources to 
other elements. 

 If the scheduler and CPU performance of the emulator is unable to 
ensure high transmission rates for virtual connections then the 
bandwidth of all virtual connections must be limited [51]. This is to allow 
the virtual hosts to have enough CPU processing and scheduling time. 

 Scheduling algorithms of the operating system affect network 
performance. The amount of CPU time allocated by a scheduler to each 
process affects network throughput [52]. For example RT, CFS and 
PROC schedulers allocate resources in different ways which cause the 
system to show slightly different network throughput. 

 The Linux scheduler multiplexes CPU in time therefore when a host or 
switch is ready to send a packet might not be able to do so due to 
unavailability of CPU to be scheduled and hence wait. Similarly, switches 
and hosts cannot forward at the same time [53]. 

 The software switch cannot achieve the same speed as hardware. 
Software tables have O(n) linear lookup while hardware switches have 
fast TCAM which support O(1) lookup. This results in slow packet 
forwarding rate for emulated hardware tables with a large amount of 
wildcard entries [53]. 

 
In short, resource sharing among network elements is the main cause for lack 
of network performance fidelity. 

3.2.2 Tools for Evaluation 

 
We considered various tools to evaluate different aspects of our application. 
Major aspects include verification of the control and data plane consistency, 
performance and scalability. We categorized the tools based on their role in the 
evaluation. These roles include network debugging, traffic generation, sniffing, 
traffic replay and network health statistics such as latency and throughput. 
Next, we provide a brief overview and comparison of these tools. 
 
Network Debugging Utilities 
 
 Ping: Ping [54] is a widely used network debugging utility for checking the 

reachability of hosts. It measures the round-trip time between source and 
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destination. The utility is available as part of the standard Linux 
distributions.  
It can be used for manual verification of a policy by utilizing reachability 
information. However, the main limitation is that the command needs to be 
run on the host with a static interface configuration since it uses interface 
source IP and MAC addresses. Therefore, the tests require reconfiguration 
of the host networking environment for testing different header values. For 
this reason, ping has been used in a limited way; just for verification of basic 
connectivity across the test environment.  
We automated the connectivity tests using Python script and reports are 
generated based on the analysis of responses received. 
 

 Hping3: Another static tool for debugging is Hping3 [55]. It is an advanced 
variant of the ping command. While Ping only supports ICMP protocol, 
Hping3 supports TCP, UDP and raw-IP protocols in addition. The main 
benefit of this utility is that it can be used to send packets with different 
header values thus overcoming the main limitation of ping which requires 
reconfiguration of host interface for this purpose. This utility is not part of 
standard Linux distribution requires installation. 
For debugging purposes and connectivity tests, we preferred Ping due to its 
simplicity. 
 

 Traceroute: Traceroute [56] reports hop-by-hop latency for the probe 
packet. This is an overkill for our simple functional tests since we are only 
interested in the end-to-end delivery of the packet instead of the path 
statistics. For this reason, simple ping utility is preferred over Traceroute. 
Moreover, it lacks support for dynamic modification of headers and requires 
reconfiguration of the host network. 

 
To summarize, we chose Ping utility for testing basic network reachability, 
due to its simplicity, descriptive responses and ease of use. The reachability 
tests are fully automated using Python scripts by parsing Ping output 
messages.  

 
Traffic Generators 
 
 Scapy: Scapy [57] is a packet crafting and manipulation utility with a simple 

domain language based on Python programming language. It supports all 
major protocols such as Ethernet, IP, TCP/UDP, ICMP etc.  It offers a wide 
variety of functionality such as traffic generator; sniffer with great filtering 
capabilities just like Tcpdump [49]; arping; scanning; Traceroute [56] 
functions and protocol stacking.  
We have used Scapy for multiple purposes in the project. First, it is used to 
statically generate traffic traces with custom header values such as source 
MAC and IP addresses, and destination MAC and IP addresses. The traffic 
trace is then replayed using another tool to test policies. Second, it has been 
used for testing policies well. To test a policy, Scapy [57] is used as a traffic 
generator at the source and sniffer at the destination while the policy is 
installed in the forwarding plane. The collected traffic is then parsed to 
verify the policies.  
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It has native support on the Linux platform. However, a major drawback of 
this utility is that it is very slow. But it suffices for the purpose of our 
functional tests where the goal is to verify the policies, without the need for 
speed. This is the reason it is chosen for verification of control and data 
plane consistency. 
 

 Monocle: To overcome the limitations of static testing, tools such as ATPG 
[58], Veriflow [36] and Monocle [59] can be used for online verification of 
data plane. Monocle has already been discussed in Section 3.4. Here we 
consider ATPG as an alternative to static end-to-end testing tools and 
compare it with Monocle.  
Monocle allows computation of monitoring packet for a single rule while 
ATPG [58] does it for all rules in each run or invocation [59]. For a large IXP 
member, since the set of rules could be very large, it would be prohibitive to 
use ATPG [58] as it will take a long time when applied to each rule update 
of a data plane. During long update latency, the system will in an 
inconsistent state. Therefore, Monocle [59] would be very useful as it 
quickly generates monitoring packets as well as periodically verify all rules 
in the forwarding plane. To limit the scope of the project, we leave the choice 
of dynamic online verification tool to the operator, to make a selection as 
per their requirements. 
 

To summarize, we chose Scapy as a traffic generator due to its support for 
custom packet headers, independent of underlying network stack which 
means no network reconfiguration required. Also, it has an easy to use Python 
library, good documentation, and good online community support. 
 
Traffic Sniffers 
 
 TCPDUMP: Tcpdump [49] is a widely used packet sniffing utility with 

good filtering capabilities. It has many use cases. For example, each packet 
has a timestamp which enables analysis of network health. Also, the 
collected packets can be stored in a standard file format called ‘.pcap’ which 
can be analyzed and replayed by other tools such as Wireshark [48], 
Tcpreplay [60] etc. In addition to writing output to a file, Tcpdump [49] can 
be used to read packet contents for analysis.  
We used Tcpdump in the performance and scalability tests. It was one of the 
options to use for sniffing in functional tests for verification of policies but 
we chose Scapy [57] instead due to its powerful Python library and avoiding 
external file parsing. 
 

 Wireshark: Wireshark [48] is a de facto standard network protocol 
analyzer that supports deep packet inspection for a huge number of network 
protocols. It has very powerful display filters. In addition, the tool can be 
used to capture live traffic as well as store and analyze offline. Moreover, it 
supports a wide variety of formats such as pcap. Also, the program is open 
source and freely available on all platforms. 
We considered Wireshark for creating packets streams and sniffing but 
since it is difficult to automate those tasks, therefore Scapy [57] and 
Tcpdump [49] were preferred. However, we used it for debugging purposes 
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only during the development process due to its detailed packet inspection in 
GUI. 
 

 Scapy: Scapy [57] can also be used as a packet sniffer. It allows traffic 
filtering as well with support for very powerful filters. We use it to sniff the 
packets at the destination for verification of policies. The output is parsed 
using Python script and results are compiled into a report. 

 
To summarize, we used both Scapy and Tcpdump as sniffers depending on 
their suitability to the task. For example, we used Scapy in verification tests 
since the parser was already Python-based. Using Tcpdump would have 
required external file parsing which would be cumbersome and slow. Also, we 
used Tcpdump as a sniffer for creating traffic traces and used it again to sniff 
the replay traffic for throughput calculation. 
 
Traffic Replay 
 
 Scapy: Scapy [57], introduced in earlier sections, could also be used as a 

traffic replay tool but it is very slow for practical purposes. Therefore, its use 
is limited to only creating packets. In functional tests, since speed is not 
required, we used it for traffic replay as well. 
 

 Tcpreplay: Tcpreplay [60] is a set of utilities for editing and replaying pre-
captured traffic. It is capable of rewriting layer 2, 3 and 4 of the packet before 
replay. Moreover, the traffic can also be classified as a client or server.  
However, a major drawback of Tcpreplay [60] is that it cannot replay TCP 
traffic because the old sequence and acknowledgment numbers cause the 
server to drop the traffic. But it fully supports UDP traffic. Another 
drawback is, this tool cannot look deeper than layer 2.  
The whole suite is freely available on Linux but requires installation. We 
have used version 4.0 due to its new rich feature set including high-speed 
push onto the wire. This is the reason we have selected it for TCP throughput 
experiment to replay Tcpdump [49] capture whose packets are created by 
Scapy [57]. Since the throughput relies on the arrival of the packets to the 
interface where these are collected, therefore TCP old sequence and 
acknowledgment numbers are not an issue. 

 
To summarize, we selected TCPREPLAY, though it cannot replay TCP stream 
by regenerating sequence and acknowledgment numbers to emulate real 
traffic towards the server, the fact that it replays them suffices for the 
experiment. However, Tcpreplay supports UDP traffic replay properly. 
Compared to Scapy, Tcpreplay is very fast which the reason it is preferred. 
 
Performance Measurement Tools 
 
To evaluate the performance of the system such as latency and throughput, we 
compared different tools. Due to the virtual network environment, the 
performance tests lack fidelity. However, these tests can be used when the 
system is migrated to non-emulated network. 
Next, we discuss some of the available performance measurement tools. 
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Latency: 
 
 Ping: Ping [54] measures end to end RTT (Round Trip Time) of a packet 

and provide different measurements such as the Minimum (Min), 
Maximum (Max), Average (Avg) and the Standard Deviation (SD) for the 
number of sent packets. We chose Ping for the latency tests because it 
supports these statistics out of the box support. 
 

 Traceroute: Traceroute [56] also provides RTT but it is hop-by-hop as 
opposed to ping and hping3 which provide end to end latency. Since we are 
not interested in multi hope statistics, therefore, we used Traceroute only 
for the purpose of debugging during the development process. 
 

 Netperf: Netperf [61] is used to measure the performance of the network 
such as unidirectional throughput and end-to-end latency. It supports both 
TCP, UDP, and SCTP. Compared to this tool, Ping is simple and easy to use 
and automate. For this reason, we did not select Netperf. 

 
To summarize, we selected the Ping utility for the latency tests because it is 
easy to use and provides detailed statistics out of the box. 
 
Throughput: 
 
There are various methods available for measuring throughput. We considered 
the following three options. 
 
 Iperf: Iperf [62]  is a very simple tool to measure throughput, jitter, and 

loss in the network. It has two components, a client and a server. It supports 
both TCP and UDP. Moreover, there are many options available for tuning 
the experiments. 
We considered Iperf for the throughput experiments but it uses the host 
network configuration in a static manner. To emulate traffic with different 
header values such as source or destination IP and MAC addresses, it 
requires network reconfiguration for each flow. For this reason, we did not 
select Iperf. 
 

 Netperf: Netperf [61] can be used for throughput but it supports single flow 
only just like Iperf. It means we cannot emulate realistic traffic which 
typically consists of multiple flows. Hence, we did not select it. 
 

 Scapy+Tcpreplay+Tcpdump: To solve the problem of single flow 
throughput at a time, we make use of multiple tools. First, the traffic trace, 
consisting of uniform and skewed distributions based on Zipf law [8], is 
created using Scapy [57]. The trace has random source and destination IP 
and MAC addresses. This trace is then replayed between the source and 
destination using Scapy. Then, the packets are scollected using Tcpdump 
[49] with filters and saved to ‘pcap’ file. This step is performed before 
starting the experiment.  
During the experiment, first, the pcap trace was replayed using Tcpreplay 
[60]. Then the traffic was collected at the destination using Tcpdump [49]. 
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Finally, the output was parsed using Python script and throughput was 
calculated. 
Throughput Calculation Method: The following example shows how to 
calculate throughput from the Tcpdump [49] output. The sample collected 
traffic is shown below, 
 
13:14:04.748766 02:00:00:71:c4:9b > 02:00:00:09:40:90, IPv4, 
length 1514: 172.0.0.1.20 > 1.0.129.2.23: tcp 1460 
13:14:04.748866 02:00:00:71:c4:9b > 02:00:00:09:40:90, IPv4, 
length 1514: 172.0.0.1.20 > 1.0.129.2.23: tcp 1460 
13:14:04.748966 02:00:00:71:c4:9b > 02:00:00:09:40:90, IPv4, 
length 1514: 172.0.0.1.20 > 1.0.129.2.23: tcp 1460 
 
The most important parts (highlighted) of the packet consists of the first 
token (space-based) which is the timestamp of the delivery and the length 
token which is the length of a packet in bytes. To calculate throughput, the 
timestamp difference between the first and last packet and the sum of all 
packets sizes was calculated. The timestamp difference is in seconds. Then 
we multiply the total length by 8 to convert to bits because throughput is 
always calculated in bits instead of bytes. Now, we divide the total number 
of bits by the time elapsed which gives throughput in bits per second. 
 

To summarize, for finding throughput, we use a combination of tools such as 
Scapy+Tcpreplay+Tcpdump instead of well-known tools such as iperf and 
netperf because these tools do not support multiple flows. 
 
Plotting Tools 
 
 Matplotlib: Matplotlib [63] is a Python library for producing a variety of 

graphs such as the bar chart, histogram, error bar, box plot, scatter plots 
etc., in different formats such as image and pdf as well as display on a screen. 
It is very flexible and supports fine-grained tuning of the output for example 
axes, ticks, fonts properties, line styles etc. Also, this library is used by the 
research community for publications. We chose Matplotlib due to its ease of 
use, good documentation, and good online support. 
 

 Gnuplot: Gnuplot [64] is a command-line based plotting utility for a wide 
variety of platforms. It supports both 2D and 3D plots in addition to a wide 
range of output types such as interactive screen display, pdf, well-known 
image formats, HTML etc. Though the learning curve is steep, it provides 
great control over the output. It has great documentation, a supportive 
online community and is under active development. Moreover, it is used by 
the research community for publications. 

 
The choice between both Matplotlib [63] and Gnuplot was difficult to make 
but since the former uses Python, which is the language of the project, while 
the latter would require learning its custom scripting language. Therefore, 
we chose Matplotlib. 

 
To summarize the plotting tools, we chose Matplotlib for plotting the results 
because it is very flexible, has a Python library, easy to use, and has good 
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documentation and online support. Moreover, it is widely used by the research 
community. 
 
Tools for Automation and Reproducibility of Results 
 
We evaluated the following tools for automation and reproducibility of the 
results. 
 
 GNU Make: Make [65] is a build automation tool which is used for 

automation and reproducible results.  
 Bash Scripting: We considered this option but it is not flexible compared 

to Make [65] utility. 
 Python Scripts: Python is the main language used for scripting and 

automation of all tests and experiments. 
 
To summarize, we used both make and Python scripting for automation of 
tests and reproducibility of the results. 

 

3.3 Testbed 

 
The testbed is based on the Mininet Virtual Machine [45]. The benefit of using 
standard VM is that the results can be reproduced on any other machine 
supporting the same VM environment. The testbed is shown below in Figure 3-
3 below. 

 
Figure 3-3: The Mininet testbed 

 
The testbed has different components. First, the IXP Traffic generator host 
(right most node) emulates the IXP switch, through which other IXP members 
connect. The SDN hardware switch at the IXP member terminates the link from 
the IXP. The hardware switch in then connected to the software switch and an 
SDN Controller in the management LAN where the monitoring and the heavy-
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hitters modules are running. Another component of the testbed is the External 
Networks Emulating host (left node). This host represents those networks that 
connect to the IXP member without passing through the IXP infrastructure. 
Figure 3-4 shows how probe packets travel across the test network. The packet 
traverses two paths, one through S1 only (hardware switch emulated using a 
software switch) if a match is found and the other through both S1 and S2 
(software switch) otherwise. If a match is not found, then the packet is 
discarded by S2. 
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Figure 3-4: Journey of a probe packet through the network 

 

3.3.1 Traffic Generator Host 

 
We use the Traffic Generator host to generate traffic with different source MAC 
and destination IP addresses: 

 To emulate traffic coming from different ASes connected at the IXP, the 
IXP generator host modifies the source MAC address of the test packets. 
We keep AS to MAC static mapping in the controller application. 

 To emulate traffic going to different destination prefixes, the generator 
host changes destination IP addresses of the test packets. 

3.3.2 System Configuration 

 
Table 3-3 shows system information for the machine that hosts the VM and the 
VM itself. 
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Resource 

 
Host System 

 

 
VM System 

(Mininet-VM) 
 
System 

 
Dell Inspiron 5558 

 
Oracle VM VirtualBox 
 

 
Processor 

 
Intel Core i7-5500U CPU 
@2.40 GHz, 2401 Mhz,  
2 Cores,  
4 Logical Processors 
 

 
1 CPU 

 
RAM 

 
16 GB 

 
1 GB 
 

 
OS 

 
MS Windows 10 (64-bit) 

 
Ubuntu 14.04.5 LTS trusty (64-bit) 
 

 
Table 3-3: System resource configuration 

 

3.3.3 Network Configuration 

 
The network configuration of the testbed closely resembles the IXP setup. The 
IXP network is based on layer 2 connectivity and on a private IP address range. 
This IP subnet is used by all the IXP members connected to the IXP. For port 
connected to the IXP, a network is assigned an IP address that is used to 
establish BGP sessions with the other IXP members.  
 
The two host configurations are described as follows:  
 We configured the links between the switches and the hosts with 15 Mbps 

bandwidth. We explain the choice of this value later in the “Throughput 
experiment” section. The link has a 5 milliseconds delay and 1000 packets 
interface queue size. Moreover, the OVS switch is used as both the hardware 
and software switch. Open vSwitch has good performance and OpenFlow 
support. 

 We configured the default routes on both hosts towards each other. This 
configuration allows us to avoid configuring routes for all test policies’ 
prefixes on the IXP host. For any test destination IP address, the IXP host 
can send the packet using the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host default route. 

 We statically pre-configure the ARP tables at the hosts so that they do not 
have to send ARP requests in order to find out the MAC-IP mapping. 
Currently, only the ARP entry for default route is required on both hosts. 
Traffic destined for other test prefixes do not require MAC addresses as they 
are non-existent in our setup (IXP member (e.g., ISP) host represents them 
in the testbed). To emulate different networks, we configured the IXP 
member (e.g., ISP) host with the loopback interface address having the 
wildcard IP (0.0.0.0/0), which means it will accept any arriving packet 
destined for any network. Any traffic that is not permitted by the routing 
policy is dropped by either the hardware or the software switch and does not 
reach the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host. To complete the configuration of 
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wildcard IP address, we configured a default route between the physical 
interface and the loopback interface. 

 Policy verification relies upon either sniffing the packets at the receiver or 
reading switch flow counters to verify whether packets are permitted or 
dropped according to the installed routing policy. Since we do not need to 
reply to messages, we do not need to configure the ARP cache with any 
additional MAC address. 

 
The switch configuration consists of the following default rules: 
• All traffic from the IXP host is sent to the software switch (we call it S2) if it 

does not match any installed policy rule in the hardware switch (S1). 
Initially, switch S1 does not contain any rules, therefore, all traffic goes to 
S2.  

• If there is a matching rule in S1, the traffic is either discarded or forwarded 
to the receiving IXP member (e.g., ISP) host depending upon the policy. 

• If the traffic has a rule match in S2, it is either discarded based on the policy 
or permitted. If it is permitted, the traffic is sent back to the port where it 
came from, i.e., towards S1. This is the route between the software switch 
and the hardware switch. We can have another link which directly connects 
the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host but it results in a complex configuration to 
maintain extra connection such as the configuration of dual LAN cards in 
the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host and bridging between them. Although we 
are using the same link between the two switches for receiving and sending 
back traffic, it results in a simplified configuration and avoids the cost of 
maintaining an extra link. 

• Any traffic coming back to S1 from S2 (permitted by a matched policy rule 
in S2) is sent to the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host. 

• All traffic from the IXP member (e.g., ISP) host is sent directly to the IXP 
host via S1 without applying any policy rule. 

3.4 Evaluation Outline 

 
The evaluation and expected results can be categorized based on the goals. The 
main goals are: 
 

 Verifying the consistency of the control- and data-plane using active 
probing. 

 Scalability and performance evaluation using micro- and macro-
benchmarks. 
 

In this thesis, we considered two types of tests and adopted one of them: 
 

 Manual Testing: it is avoided altogether to enable reproducibility of the 
results. 

 Automated Testing: The goal was to automate verification tests as much 
as possible. We performed an automated testing using Python scripts. 
These scripts entails generating ICMP echo messages at the sender and 
parsing the same ICMP messages at the receiver to see if the message has 
been successfully delivered. Another way to automate these tests is to 
fetch switch statistics, maintain counters in a map data structure, and 
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use them to decide if the test was successful based on counter values 
changes. Both approaches are implemented in different scenarios. 

 

3.4.1 Control and Data plane consistency verification 

 
The main goal of these tests is to show the correctness of the system based on 
the given routing policies. A routing policy consists of the destination prefix IP 
address and tuples of source MAC (corresponding to AS) and actions (Permit 
or Deny). To verify a policy, ICMP messages are exchanged between the IXP 
and IXP member (e.g., ISP) hosts. There are two basic approaches to verify a 
policy:   
 
 Packet sniffing at the receiver: Instead of verifying the reply message 

at the sender, in this approach, we used packet sniffing utilities such as 
Tcpdump [49] or Scapy [57] to collect traffic from the receiver’s receiving 
interface. This collected traffic was then analyzed for policy verification. If 
the policy is to permit traffic, the collected messages should contain the 
arriving ICMP echo message. In contrast, if the policy is to drop then the 
collected messages must not contain the packet. 
This approach can be used with both manual and automated testing. To 
automate the process, the Tcpdump output could be captured in a ‘.pcap’ 
file. This file is then parsed using Python scripts and the routing policy is 
then verified. Currently, we used Scapy instead of Tcpdump for traffic 
sniffing. The collected traffic was then parsed and test cases were verified 
using the Python script. 
False positives risk of drop rule: Drop rules are difficult to verify as 
non-existence of a packet could have other reasons different from the 
filtering rules installed into the switch. For example, the packet could be 
dropped in the network, be blackholed, be corrupted, or delayed due to 
congestion in the network. 
Alternate port for dropped packets: To verify the drop rules with 
certainty, in the testing environment, instead of using drop action, the 
packet could be forwarded to an alternate interface where no other traffic 
ever exists. Now, the port could be monitored for the presence of a packet 
using one of the two discussed methods. The arrival of a packet on this port 
is considered as the packet is dropped by the installed rule. We did not use 
this approach for verifying drop rules. Instead, it is assumed that the 
network is functioning perfectly and therefore non-existence of packet at the 
destination means the packet has been dropped by the rule installed in the 
forwarding plane. 
 

 Switch flows statistics: In this approach, after sending test packets from 
the sender, the data plane is queried for flow statistics. Then, the flow 
counters are parsed, checked, and verified against the test policy. This 
approach has the drawback of consuming network bandwidth and 
additional processing overhead on the controller and switch. In addition, it 
requires memory to keep track of flow counters between each request. We 
have not implemented this approach. 
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Functional Test Cases: 
The following scenarios and results are expected as per the requirements 
outlined in the problem statement section: 
 

 Drop all traffic with an unknown source ASN (MAC Address). 
 Drop all traffic destined towards unadvertised prefix. 
 Drop all traffic destined towards a particular prefix, in case the route is 

unavailable. 
 Drop all traffic destined towards advertised prefix with policy either 

explicitly excluding this AS (MAC) through black-list or implicitly deny 
through the white-list deny-all entry. 

 BGP state does not matter in the Drop cases as the traffic has to be 
dropped anyway. 

 Permit all outbound traffic including traffic generated within the IXP 
member (e.g., ISP) or coming from externally connected networks 
(simulated through external host). 

 Permit all traffic destined towards advertised prefix if the policy dictates 
through either explicitly using white-list entry or implicitly using black-
list permit-all entry. 

 All permit cases require that the advertised prefix is not WITHDRAWN 
through BGP state update. For example, the route could be temporarily 
down for link failure or some other reason. 
 

Moreover, the system handles the updates (BGP policy and state) in real-time. 
This operation guarantees that the last policy or state update overrides the 
existing behavior and updates the installed rules. 

3.4.2 Performance and Scalability 

 
Some performance tests are clearly influenced by the fact that they are 
performed in the Mininet virtual network environment. However, we wrote our 
tests so that these could be easily migrated to a non-emulated testbed. 
To measure the performance and scalability of the system, we carried out 
extensive measurements using network monitoring tools and custom scripts 
and the results were presented through graphs and tables. The experiments 
include: 
 
1. Software Switch: This experiment evaluates the performance of the 

software switch. For example, if X number of forwarding rules are installed, 
what will be the latency and throughput of the software (Open vSwitch) 
switch? e.g., with 1K rules, the software switch handles X packets per 
second, with 100K rules, it will handle much fewer packets than X. We start 
with as little as 10k rules and increase linearly finding out the maximum 
number of rules the switch can accommodate. 
 

2. Controller to Data Plane Update Latency:  
The Data plane can be updated in batches from the controller modules. 
Careful benchmarking of rules installation with a suitable batch size is an 
important criterion to reduce the time required for enforcement of a policy 
update. There is already a thorough study regarding this in previous work 
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[43]. That study has performed measurements on three different hardware 
switches.  
The purpose of our evaluation was to find out a suitable batch size for 
efficient rules installation. In this experiment, we keep increasing the 
number of policies (rules in the switch) and observing the processing latency 
introduced by the controller. The graph shows logarithmic growth of rules 
on the x-axis and processing latency on the y-axis. 
 

3. Pulling Switch Statistics:  
This experiment evaluates the switch statistics pulling operation and 
measure the time needed to complete this operation. We also need to know 
a suitable time difference between the two pulls. In addition, we need to 
determine a suitable time difference for updating the hardware switch with 
the top performing rules from the software switch. A too short time interval 
for pulling statistics can degrade the performance of both the switch and the 
controller as well as consume excessive amount of bandwidth. A too long 
time interval can introduce black-holes if the policy has changed and the 
route has been withdrawn. We consider this evaluation to have lower 
priority than the others and left it as a future work. 
 

4. Policy and State Updates:  
We benchmark the performance of the handlers which store both the 
dynamic routing policies of the IXP member and the BGP state updates. We 
are interested in measuring the latency introduced between the arrivals of 
an update, its processing and dispatching to the forwarding plane. High 
latencies are undesirable because these could result in traffic being black-
holed when BGP routes are withdrawn or blocking illegitimate traffic in case 
of permit policies. The results might not be accurate but shed some insights 
on the behaviour during the update phase of the switch. The purpose of this 
measurement is to see the relative effect of the handlers. This evaluation can 
also be left for future work.  
 

5. Latency:  
This evaluation is based on the RTT of a packet and for a different number 
of rules in the forwarding plane. 
The number of rules is shown on the x-axis while the latency (in 
milliseconds) on the y-axis. We use the Ping utility for this purpose and 
measure the Minimum (Min), Maximum (Max), Average (Avg) and the 
Standard Deviation (SD) of the measurements. Finally, we plot the results 
using the error-plot. The two side by side plots compare the latency of the 
hardware and the software switch. 
 

6. Throughput:  
The purpose of this evaluation is to see how the system scales in the number 
of installed rules from the throughput perspective. 
We evaluate both the TCP and UDP. Also, we calculate throughput for three 
different traffic traces based on the standard Zipf law distribution. The 
distributions are both uniform and skewed, having a close resemblance to 
Internet traffic [7]. Finally, we plot the results which show the effect of the 
number of rules on throughput for these traffic distributions. We show the 
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number of rules on the x-axis while throughput on the y-axis. The range for 
number of rules is between 10K and 100K. 
 

7. Data Plane Update with Various Batch Sizes:  
The purpose of this evaluation is to find the relationship between the data 
plane update processing time and the number of rules in different batch 
sizes. 
We plotted the results on a line graph where each curve represents a 
different batch size. We show the number of rules on the x-axis and the 
update time on the y-axis. 
 

8. Scalability: Heavy-Hitters Rules Traffic Ratio: 
To evaluate the scalability of the system, we want to understand how much 
traffic would be sent to the software switches depending on the traffic 
distribution and the export policies. This allows an operator to decide how 
many software switches will be needed to handle the incoming traffic. 
The results are plotted where threshold K (number of rules in the hardware 
switch) is shown on the x-axis and throughput (percentage of packets) on 
the y-axis with the curves representing both uniform and skewed 
distributions. 

3.5 Test Data 

 
Due to the unavailability of real traffic traces and other required data, we rely 
upon custom generated test data. Test data typically includes traffic trace, 
routing policies, BGP and policy updates, prefixes, ASNs, and MAC addresses. 
This data is required for the evaluation of the system which includes functional, 
performance, and scalability tests. 

3.5.1 ASNs and MAC Addresses 

 
To generate the TCP traffic trace, each packet was assigned a randomly chosen 
MAC address (corresponding to ASN) and a destination IP address. Since there 
are a total of 10 IXP members in the hypothetical network, just 10 ASNs with 
corresponding MAC addresses suffices. Further, the ASNs are a simple 
sequence of numbers. Furthermore, the IP addresses are assigned from 1000 
chosen prefixes. These prefixes consist of a subset, chosen from one million 
Internet prefixes, downloaded from CAIDA [66]. 

3.5.2 Routing Policies 

 
We generated the policies using a custom script. As explained in Chapter 2, 
there are two types of policies: black-list and white-list. For functional tests, we 
have created both types of policies. 

3.5.3 Traffic Traces 

We evaluated the system using custom traffic traces due to the unavailability of 
real IXP traffic. These traces were used in the throughput tests to evaluate the 
performance of the system. In addition, these were used for the evaluation of 
Heavy-Hitters.  
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To emulate Internet traffic, our trace follow the Zipf distribution [8]. As 
discussed in Chapter 2 in the related work section, Internet traffic closely 
follows the properties of the Zipf law or zeta distribution, which means a small 
number of prefixes can carry a major volume of the whole traffic.  
The formula of the Zipf distribution is, 

ti =
��� �

∑ ����
���

 

 
where ti is the amount of traffic for a prefix with rank i, R is the total amount of 
traffic for all prefixes per unit of time, α is the scaling parameter which ranges 
between 1.235 and 1.262 for close approximation of Internet traffic [7], and k is 
the summation index. 
Using this method, we generated five different traffic traces. The first trace is 
based on uniform distribution. To generate this trace, the scaling parameter α 
= 0 is plugged into the above equation. It results in every prefix getting equal 
share of the traffic. The remaining four traces are based on skewed 
distributions, generated using the following scaling parameter set:  
α = {0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.235, 1.262, 1.5, 2.0}. 
We plotted the distributions as shown in Figure 3-5 below, where the x-axis 
shows prefix indexes while the y-axis shows the percentage of packets 
matching these prefixes. 

 
 

Figure 3-5: Zipf distributions for various values of Alfa parameter 

 
Each traffic trace consists of 10 MB, including headers and payload, which in 
turn consists of a total of 6991 packets. The size of each packet is 1500 bytes 
which is the maximum allowed Ethernet frame contents. The TCP payload data 
is 1446 bytes because minimum header is 54 bytes (20 bytes for the IP header+ 
20 bytes for the TCP header + 12 bytes for the timestamp + 2 bytes for the 
options). For the UDP, this equation was adjusted for the 8 bytes UDP header. 
The minimum UDP packet size is 42 bytes (20 bytes for the IP header, 8 bytes 
for the UDP header, 12 bytes for the timestamp, and 2 bytes for the options). 
The payload length is 1458 bytes because of the Ethernet MTU 1500 bytes. 
 
To summarize, this chapter has provided a detailed discussion related to the 
method for solving the problem. In addition, the test environment, software, 
evaluation criteria, and the test data were discussed. 
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4 Implementation 

This chapter presents the implementation details of the system. Section 4.1 
provides an overview of the whole system describing multiple deployment 
scenarios. Section 4.2 discusses the Firewall module and Section 4.3 describes 
the Heavy Hitters module. Finally, Section 4.4 concludes the chapter with the 
Updates Handler module. 

4.1 System Overview 

 
At a high-level, our system spans over the IXP member premises. The setup is 
shown in Figure 4-1 below. In this setup, the application modules reside in the 
IXP member premises along with the policies and state. Also, the Updates 
handlers for both the policies and the state receive the updates and then update 
the data source for future use.  
Every IXP member brings its own BGP router to the IXP corporate facility. This 
router exchanges routing information with the IXP Route Server in multilateral 
peering fashion. On the other side, this router connects the IXP member 
network over a WAN link.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4-1: Deployment overview 

 
In this setup, the Updates Listeners module is deployed in the IXP network and 
listens to the outgoing routing updates from the router through mechanisms 
discussed later in this chapter. Upon receiving an update, the listener sends it 
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to the handler in IXP member premises by connection over the router. Another 
option for the deployment of the updates listener is to move it out to the cloud 
provider. The software switch at the cloud interconnects the Listener back to 
the ISP router and to the updates handler. 
 

4.2 Firewall module 

 
The Firewall module uses a proactive approach to offload the excessive load on 
the controller. It loads the policies and updates from a data source (file), parses 
them, and then updates the data plane. Furthermore, the last instance of the 
policy update overrides the old one. The flow chart diagram of this module is 
described in Appendix A. 

4.3 Heavy-Hitters module 

 
The heavy-hitters module uses active monitoring of the data plane to detect 
heavy hitter flows and move firewall rules accordingly between the hardware 
and the software switches. The module uses two separate events, generated by 
the timers, to perform this operation. For monitoring, the system periodically 
sends a request, based on the timer, to the data plane for fetching the switch 
counter statistics. To update the data plane, the second event is based on a 
separate timer. When this timer triggers, the rules are re-arranged between the 
switches based on heavy hitter flows. Both of these timers are configurable in 
the application. The flow chart diagram of this module is described in Appendix 
A. 
 

4.4 BGP Updates Listener and Dispatcher 

 
The main purpose of the BGP updates listener and dispatcher module is to 
listen to the router (Quagga [46]/BIRD [47]) outgoing BGP updates and update 
the data plane accordingly. After intercepting an update called RBGPU (Regular 
BGP Update message), this module extracts the policy from the message. As 
explained in Chapter 2, the policy consists of Prefix (es) and Community Path 
attribute. The policy is then sent to another listener (python based socket 
application). When the policy is received by the listener, it translates it into 
firewall rules and updates the data plane accordingly.  In addition, the policy is 
stored in a file for future use. For a detailed explanation of the policy translation 
to rules, the reader is referred to Section 2.2.3 named ‘IXP Policy Language’.  
To summarize the policy language, the policy could be a blacklist or a whitelist. 
For example, the rule can infer the action such as to permit or deny traffic from 
a particular source MAC address or all sources (wildcard source) to particular 
prefix or all prefixes (wildcard). 
Currently, the policies are matched on the basis of the longest prefix match of 
the given destination IP address. The search time grows linearly with the 
number of policies due to finding the longest match. One solution could be to 
store all prefixes in the map data structure in an expanded form. This will find 
the match in a single hit. But this solution has a tremendous memory 
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requirement therefore it has not been considered. This solution is out of the 
scope for this thesis and left as future optimization.  
 
In Section 4.4.1, we explain the process of obtaining BGP updates from the 
router and how these are used by the modules.  

4.4.1 BGP Updates 

 
There are different ways to obtain BGP updates. But the most important 
property to consider is real-time. That means, as soon as the router dispatches 
the update, it should be intercepted, parsed to get the policy and send it to the 
listener. If the update is delayed in this process, the data plane will be in an 
inconsistent state for this duration. This inconsistency would introduce 
blocking legitimate traffic, allowing illegitimate traffic or in the worst case be 
black-holing the traffic. Therefore, it is very important to select the method 
which allows obtaining the updates in real-time and processes it efficiently. 
There are various approaches described in [67], which have inspired our 
solution. 
 
 Log Listener: Quagga routers allow us the logging of BGP events into a 

file. The events include inbound and outbound updates. This log can be 
scanned in order to obtain the updates in real time with milliseconds delay. 
Note that we are only interested in the outgoing updates, from which we can 
extract the inbound traffic policy. The log listener application can use tail 
[68] or a similar command to obtain the log in real time as soon as it is 
appended to the file by the router process. The log message is then parsed 
to obtain the policy which is then dispatched to the Firewall listener module. 

 
 Packet Listener: In this approach, a packet listener can listen for 

incoming BGP updates in real time. This entails monitoring and filtering the 
BGP router host traffic. Various approaches could be used for this purpose. 
One naïve approach is to have a Python-based socket listener application 
that intercepts each packet, parse and filter the updates. Another efficient 
approach is to use some kind of packet filtering such as eBPF [38] explained 
in Chapter 2. 

 
 File Dumps: Quagga router supports dumping BGP updates to a file every 

minute periodically. An application can retrieve these updates regularly in 
the same interval. This is not real time because one minute delay is 
unbearable for the application. 

 
Retrieving BGP updates entails one of the first two approaches as the third one 
is not real-time enough for the requirement of the application. We have selected 
the Log Listener approach, which is the most efficient real-time and easy to 
implement. Also, the parser for this listener is very efficient due to the limited 
log information.  
The Log listener provides the following information to the Firewall listener after 
parsing the BGP updates. 
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 Update Type: There are two types of updates, Announcements, and 
Withdrawals. 

 Prefix (es): There are two set of prefixes in a BGP update message. The 
first set consists of announcements and the second consists of 
withdrawals. The update message can have either withdrawals or only 
announcements or both. The listener provides a single prefix along with 
the BGP communities to the Firewall listener. Currently, the updates 
listener supports single prefix policies but it can be extended to support 
multiple. This means each policy or state update must be sent in the 
format <prefix, Community value>. 

 Community: This is the main attribute with respect to the BGP policy. 
The value of this attribute is retrieved from an update message and sent 
along with the prefix, to the listener. It contains information about the 
members to which the BGP outgoing message should be propagated. 

 
This chapter provided some implementation details of the system. 
The next chapter evaluates different aspects of the system such as security, 
performance, and scalability. 
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5 Results and Discussion 

This chapter describes our experiments and results. First, the chapter starts 
with Section 5.1, which analyzes the security aspect, in connection with 
functional requirements, which was the major goal of the project. These tests 
are based on the functional requirements described in Section 3.4.1. Next, 
Section 5.2 presents the results of a scalability evaluation. Finally, the chapter 
concludes with Section 5.3 which evaluates the performance of the system by 
analyzing the latency and throughput as a function of number of rules installed 
in the forwarding plane. 
 

5.1 Static Functional Tests 

 
This section describes the results of static functional tests for both static routing 
policies as well as system updates, including routing policy and BGP state 
updates. These tests verify the set of functional requirements, as described in 
Section 3.4.1. These tests were performed using the testbed described in Section 
3.3. 
Prior to commencing the experiments, we generated OpenFlow rules from 
sample policies corresponding to the functional requirements, and installed 
them into the forwarding plane. Upon completion of the rules installation, 
ICMP echo messages using the Ping utility were sent from the IXP host to the 
IXP member (e.g., ISP) host for verification of basic connectivity across the 
network. Once the basic connectivity is verified, we start running our 
experiments. 
During the experiment, the test script generates packets pertaining to the test 
policies and replay them using Scapy. Following the replay, the script collects 
the resulted traffic at the destination using Tcpdump. Finally, the script 
analyzes the collected traffic and compiles a report comprising the outcome of 
the tests. The results are summarized in Table 5-1. 
 
 

 
Functional Requirement 

 

 
Verification 

 
Drop all traffic with an unknown source 
ASN (MAC Address). 

 
First, we installed the rules corresponding to 
the functional requirement or policy.  
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having a 
source ASN/MAC address which does not 
exist in the flow table. The destination IP 
address must be a legitimate one. 
The default rule which drops all un-matched 
flows dropped this traffic. 
 

 
Drop all traffic destined towards 
unadvertised prefix. 

 
First, we installed the rules corresponding to 
the policy. 
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having the 
destination IP address chosen from a prefix 
which is not part of any policy. The source 
MAC address must be a legitimate one. 
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The default rule which drops all un-matched 
flows drops this traffic since it does not match 
any rule. 
 

 
Drop all traffic towards a particular prefix. 

 
Sample policy: 
20.0.0.0/24 (0:6695) 
 
First, we installed the rules corresponding to 
the sample policy shown above.  
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having the 
destination IP address chosen from a prefix as 
per above-shown policy with any source ASN. 
The corresponding OpenFlow rules dropped 
this traffic. 
 

 
Drop all traffic destined towards an 
advertised prefix whose policy either 
explicitly filters this AS (MAC) through 
black-list or implicitly deny through the 
white-list deny-all entry. 

 
Sample policy:  
40.0.0.0/24 (0:1) (6695:6695) 
OR 
40.0.0.0/24 (6695:2) (0:6695) 
 
First, we installed the rules corresponding to 
the sample policy shown above. Then, we 
replayed the traffic trace having the source 
ASN 1 and destination IP address chosen from 
a prefix as per above-shown policy. 
The corresponding OpenFlow rules dropped 
this traffic. 
 

 
BGP state (either permit or deny a 
particular IP prefix) does not matter when 
the policy for the same prefix dictates to 
drop the traffic. The traffic has to be 
dropped according to the policy. 
Ideally, the deny policy should not have a 
permit state. 

 
First, we installed the rules corresponding to 
the policy which drops certain destination IP 
prefix. 
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having the 
destination IP address chosen from the 
installed policy.  
Irrespective of the existing BGP state 
(whether permit or deny) for this policy, the 
traffic was dropped as per the policy.  
 

 
BGP state (either permit or deny a 
particular IP prefix) has the precedence 
when the corresponding policy (the same 
prefix as in the state) permits the traffic. 
 

 
First, we installed the policy that permits a 
certain destination IP prefix. 
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having the 
destination IP address chosen from the 
installed policy. 
The current state dictates to drop this traffic. 
The result was a drop. 
 

 
Permit all outbound traffic. This includes 
traffic generated within the IXP member or 
coming from externally connected networks 
(simulated through an external host). 

 
Sample policy: 
10.0.0.0/24 (6695:6695) 
 
First, we installed the sample policy shown 
above.  
Then, we replayed the traffic trace from inside 
the IXP member network, towards the 
destination IP (in IXP network e.g., some 
other member) chosen from the above-shown 
policy. 
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The source does not matter as the policy 
permits all outbound traffic. 
 

 
Permit all traffic destined towards 
advertised prefix if the policy dictates 
through either explicitly using white-list 
entry or implicitly using black-list permit-
all entry. 
 

 
Sample policy:  
40.0.0.0/24 (6695:1) (0:6695) 
OR 
40.0.0.0/24 (0:2) (6695:6695) 
 
First, we installed a policy corresponding to 
the above shown policy. 
Then, we replayed the traffic trace having 
source ASN1 and destination IP address 
chosen from the above-shown policy. 
The corresponding OpenFlow rules dropped 
the traffic. 
 

 
Heavy Hitters flows swapping. 

 
Initially, all rules were first installed in the 
software switch. After data plane update event 
triggers, some rules were moved to the 
hardware switch as per configured threshold. 
After replaying traffic trace that matches 
some rules in the software switch, these were 
moved to the hardware switch by the system. 
 

 
Table 5-1: Compliance with functional and security requirements 

 

5.2 Scalability 

 
This section evaluates and analyzes the scalability of the system. The first 
experiment, in Section 5.2.1, shows the offloading gains of the Heavy-Hitters 
module. To further evaluate the scalability of the system, another experiment, 
in Section 5.2.2, evaluates the amount of processing delay required by the 
application for data plane update. Moreover, this experiment tries to find out 
the ideal batch size for data plane update. 
 

5.2.1 Offloading Gains of the Heavy Hitters 

 
In this thesis, a flow is a sequence of packets that have some common header 
fields. The definition of a flow depends on the set of header fields that we need 
to take into consideration within one experiment. For example, all traffic with 
the same IP source/destination pair, or all traffic towards a particular network 
prefix, or http traffic, can be considered as a flow. The amount of traffic per “IP-
prefix destination” flow follows a Zipf distribution in the Internet i.e., some IP 
prefixes fetch more traffic than the others, referred to as heavy hitters [8]. We 
leverage this property by offloading most of the traffic from a software switch 
(slow path) to a hardware switch (simple forwarder, fast path). This can be 
achieved by moving heavy hitter flow rules to the hardware switch. 
The main purpose of this experiment is showing the traffic (rules) offloading 
gains (in terms of traffic volume) of the heavy-hitter flows in the fast path. The 
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experiment uses a simplified version of the testbed, shown below in Figure 5-1, 
from Section 3.3. Moreover, it is based on the Mininet network emulator. 

 
Figure 5-1: The Mininet testbed 

 
In this setup, the hardware switch emulates a limited capacity hardware switch, 
using a software switch (Open vSwitch). This switch has a fixed threshold, for 
the number of rules, which is controlled by the application. The IXP traffic 
generator host is used to replay the test traffic while the IXP member (e.g., ISP) 
host receives that traffic. We deployed the application prototype on the 
controller, which is connected to the hardware switch. Moreover, the 
experiment used five different traffic traces that are based on the Zipf 
distribution. These traces are described in Section 3.5. 
To measure the percentage of traffic going through the hardware switch, we 
replayed the traces one by one and recorded the switch counters. Upon 
completion of this process, we calculated the traffic volume as a percentage of 
the total traffic. The rest of the traffic was dropped at the hardware switch since 
we disconnected the software switch during this experiment. 
Then, we plotted the results of the experiment on a graph, where the different 
shape points and colors represent different traffic traces. The x-axis of the graph 
shows the percentage of rules in the hardware switch, chosen logarithmically. 
The y-axis instead shows the percentage of the overall traffic traversing the 
hardware switch without being dropped (i.e., forwarded to the software switch). 
 

 
Figure 5-2: Offloading gains of the heavy hitters 
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Figure 5-2 shows the results obtained from the experiment. It presents traffic 
offloading gains of the heavy hitter flows in the hardware switch. The graph 
illustrates that, in general, the percentage of traffic going through the hardware 
switch increases when the number of rules in the same switch increases. This is 
due to the fact that the number of packets is evenly distributed across the flows. 
For the non-uniform distributions of traffic (Alfa values above 0), when  Alfa is 
at least 1, then with a mere 5% of the rules in the hardware switch, at least 60% 
of the traffic matches these rules. The rest of the traffic is forwarded through 
the software switch (not shown in the Figure 5-1). 
Observing another non-uniform distribution with Alfa value 1.235, which 
provides close approximation of the Internet traffic [7], the offloading gain in 
traffic volume was around 95 % when offloading the traffic contributed by 10% 
of the flows. This result shows some resemblance with those reported in [8], 
which analyzes the consistency of the Zipf’s law with Internet traffic in an IXP 
network. 
In general, for all non-uniform distributions of traffic, the offloading gains are 
due to the rules matching flows with more traffic are installed in the hardware 
switch. 
 
Summary: To sum up, the results indicate that more than 95% of the 
Internet-like traffic was forwarded by the hardware switch with just 10% of 
the heavy hitter (flows) rules installed. This is due to the fact that most of the 
Internet traffic is contributed by limited number of IP prefix destination flows.  
Also, this result suggests that our system requires an amount of software 
switches that only need to deal with roughly 5% of the traffic in order to achieve 
consistency between the control- and data-planes. 
 

5.2.2 Update Installation Latency with various Batch Sizes 

 
There are two purposes for this evaluation. The first one is to measure the 
amount of time the application takes to install a certain amount of rules in the 
forwarding plane. This includes the round trip time of a barrier-based 
acknowledgment (see Section 3.1.3 for an explanation of barriers). The second 
purpose is to measure the tradeoffs between the rule installation time and the 
batch sizes of the installed rules. 
We performed this experiment using the testbed described in Section 3.3. To 
measure the application processing delay of an update installation (e.g., adding 
rules), we chose four batch sizes over the range between 10 and 2K rules. Then, 
we installed 8 set of rules over the range 10K to 80K using four different batch 
sizes in the hardware switch.  
During the installation, the rules were injected into the OpenFlow connection 
in batches for updating the data plane. A batch consists of a set of rules, and is 
based on the Barrier Request of the OpenFlow message in the POX controller. 
Each batch is processed as a whole by the switch and should lead to improved 
installation time. However, a whole batch of rules is not placed in a single 
OpenFlow message but rather each rule is sent in a separate message to the data 
plane. Moreover, we injected the rules as quickly as possible. 
During the experiment, to measure the data plane update time for all rules, the 
system records the start time from the moment it starts sending the rules to the 
data plane. The measured time thus includes the creation of batches, creation 
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of OpenFlow request objects (barrier, flow mod), and other minor processing 
until the request is pushed into the wire using a connection from the controller 
to the switch. The system records the end time upon arrival of the last barrier 
response from the data plane. At this point, the system calculates the total time 
difference between the start timestamp and last barrier timestamp. 
Then we plotted the results on a line graph, where each curve corresponds to 
different batch size. In the graph, the x-axis shows the number of rules which 
are linearly chosen while the y-axis shows the total update time. 

 

 
 

Figure 5-3: Update installation time with various batch sizes 

 
Figure 5-3 shows the results of the update installation time. We can see from 
the graph that the update installation time almost linearly increases with the 
size of the rules set. In this experiment, we can ignore the two outliers at 40K 
and 60K rules sets which occur due to the emulated environment. Due to the 
same fact, we can also see some minor fluctuations in the curves as well. 
Also, we observed that the controller is not fast enough to quickly generate the 
rules and saturate the switch (or link). This allows the switch to easily process 
individual updates.  
We can also observe that the batch size does not affect the update time because 
there is no notion of batch installation in OpenFlow 1.0. Since each rule is sent 
across the connection individually, not in a batch group, the switch processes it 
with the same amount of time.  
Another important observation from Figure 5-4 is that the update installation 
time is very high. We can see from the graph that the system takes around 40 
seconds to update the data plane even with just 10K rules. This is due to the fact 
that the prototype which was built on Python and POX still requires to be 
optimized for production-level products.  
This slowness affects the security of the network. At the scale of IXP, if the time 
to perform an update is too high for a small subset of rules, legitimate traffic 
might be discarded or illegitimate traffic might be permitted, depending upon 
the policy, during the data plane update. Moreover, scheduling the updates 
would not make any difference at such a slow speed. If somehow, the controller 
could push the rules more quickly and saturate the switch, then the number of 
rules already installed in the flow table could affect the total time. This is 
because the software flow table in the switch would require more time for an 
update when the existing rules set is larger compared to a smaller set of rules in 
flow table which would require less time to update. We leave a full evaluation 
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of switch update processing as a future work since we cannot run our 
measurements on a real OpenFlow switch.  
 
Summary: The results show that our prototype of the application needs to 
be optimized in order to be adopted in practice. For 10K rules, the system takes 
around 40 seconds to update the data plane, which can potentially leave the 
system in an inconsistent state. This suggests that, in our experiments, the flow 
of traffic should not start until the installation of rules is completed.  
The results also show that the update installation time almost linearly 
increased with the linear growth of rules set. Moreover, our measurements 
seem to suggest that the batch size and existing size of flow table do not affect 
overall installation time due to the slowness of the controller that is unable to 
saturate the switch. 
 

5.3 Performance Evaluation 

 
Various network configurations affect the performance (e.g., latency and 
throughput) of the network. For example, link speeds, queues sizes, traffic 
patterns, and OpenFlow rules. In addition, the number of rules in a switch can 
also affect the performance of the system. In the following experiments, the 
tests show the impact of these configuration on the performance of the system. 
We evaluated the prototype of the application in a testbed that is based on the 
Mininet emulator. We note that performance fidelity within an emulated 
environment is an elusive goal. The main benefit of these experiments, 
however, is that these tests can be used when the system is migrated to a real 
physical network by another person. 
This section is divided into the following subsections: In Section 5.3.1, we 
evaluate all the different network parameters that can potentially create a 
bottleneck in the network and affect throughput. In Section 5.3.2, we analyze 
the throughput as a function of the size of the rules set in the forwarding table. 
Finally, in Section 5.3.3, we use the last experiment to find out the impact of 
rules set size, traffic patterns and link delay on round-trip latency in the test 
network. 

5.3.1 Throughput Bottlenecks 

 
To evaluate the performance of the system, we deployed the prototype of the 
application on a testbed, which we described in Section 3.3. This setup requires 
some specific configuration settings in order to get meaningful results within 
Mininet. We discuss these parameters in detail in Table 5-2. For all 
configurations we use slower links because the Mininet emulator uses software 
switches that share CPU and memory resources and hence usually have lower 
performance than hardware switches. 1 For this reason, we configured the links 
between the switches and the hosts with 5 milliseconds delay. We also limited 

                                                   
 
 
 
1 https://github.com/mininet/mininet/wiki/Introduction-to-Mininet 
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the CPU bandwidth to 50% for each host. This configuration is common across 
all the experiments (each row in the table corresponds to a separate 
experiment).  The other common configuration is shown in the top part of Table 
5-2.  Moreover, to emulate external networks, we attached a wildcard IP 
address 0.0.0.0/0 to the loopback interface at the receiver host. 
 

Total Flow Packets: 6991 
Total Bytes: 10486500 
Link Latency (delay): 5 ms 
Link Queue Size: 1000 packets 
Policies: White-list 
Switch rules count: 100K (10K unique prefixes X 10 unique MAC addresses) 
UDP packet length: 1500 bytes (payload=1458 bytes, the rest headers) 

 
 

Link 
Bandwidth 

(Mbps) 

 
Sending

or 
Replay 
Speed 

(Mbps) 

 
Speed 

achieved at 
Src 

 
Flows 
Distr 
(Zipf) 

 
Fps 

 

 
Time 
(sec) 
at Src 

 
Retried 
Packets 

 
Captured 
Packets 
at Dst 

 
Lost 
Pkts 

 
Throughput 

(Mbps) 

Mbps pps 

100 10 10 832 1000 119 8.39 0 6991 0 10.46 

100 15 15 1250 1000 179 5.59 0 6991 0 16.74 

100 20 20 1666 1000 238 4.19 0 6991 0 20.93 

100 --t ** 47 3909 1000 559 1.78 0 3478 3513 41.66 

80 --t 45 3724 1000 533 1.87 0 3733 3258 22.22 

50 --t 39 3262 1000 462 2.14 4102 4600 2391 27.57 

30 --t 30 2519 1000 360 2.77 22271 5913 1078 23.54 

20 --t 21 1781 1000 255 3.92 32504 6924 67 20.73 

17 --t 19 1607 1000 230 4.34 53509 6991 0 16.74 

15 --t 17 1433 1000 205 4.87 67917 6991 0 16.74 

15 --t 17 1404 738 
(α=1.235) 

150 4.97 73592 6991 0 13.94 

15 --t 16 1331 670 
(α=1.262) 

128 5.25 110530 6991 0 16.72 

15 
(latency=0) 

--t 15 1250 1000 180 5.65 0 6991 0 16.74 

15 20 10 833 1000 119 8.38 0 6991 0 10.46 

15 15 15 1250 1000 179 5.59 0 6991 0 16.74 

10 10 10 832 1000 119 8.39 0 6991 0 10.46 

10 20 11.62 968 1000 139 7.21 122013 6991 0 10.46 

10 --t 11.38 949 1000 136 7.36 119550 6991 0 10.46 

** --t = Top Speed 
Table 5-2: Throughput bottlenecks 

 
Each row in Table 5-2 shows a specific configuration for an experiment. We 
measured the throughput of each configuration by injecting the corresponding 
traffic trace into the system. 
Also, we can see that a higher link speed and higher injecting speed results in a 
loss of packets inside the switch (the row highlighted in red). This is because 
the switch is unable to handle such speed. 
Another trend is that, if we replay the traffic trace with a throttled speed of 15 
Mbps or less over the link having speed of 15 Mbps or more, then the switch can 
easily process it (the row highlighted in green). However, if the injecting speed 
exceeds the link bandwidth of 15 Mbps, then it results in retransmissions at the 
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host.  In contrast, injecting speed below the link speed of 15 Mbps degrades 
throughput.  
From the above results, we can deduce that the link speed should be configured 
to 15 Mbps because this is the maximum speed the switch can handle. Anything 
exceeding this results in the switch dropping packets. Thus, the main bottleneck 
was the switch; and the final throughput is dependent on the switch processing 
speed. 
 
Summary: The results show that the switch is the main bottleneck in the 
system. It dictates the maximum link bandwidth and sending rate in the 
network. It means that throughput is directly proportional to the link speed, 
sending rate, and switch processing delay. When the link has high bandwidth 
and the injecting speed exceeds the link speed and switch processing speed, 
then the switch is unable to handle packets and hence results in packets losses. 
To sum up, the link bandwidth and sending rate should be synchronized with 
the switch processing speed. 
 

5.3.2 Throughput and Flow Table Size 

 
Now that we have determined the ideal network configuration in the previous 
section that affects the throughput, we can analyze the measured throughput as 
a function of the size of the rules set in the forwarding table. In short, we 
configured both the link bandwidth and sending rate to 15 Mbps. 
This experiment uses 10 sets of rules in the range between 10K and 100K. These 
rules are based on TCP/IP protocol stack layer 2 (Data Link) and layer 3 
(Network), corresponding to high-level BGP policies. Each rule consists of a 
tuple (src/dst MAC, src/dst IP address). In addition, this experiment uses both 
TCP and UDP traffic traces (based on Zipf distribution where the first one is 
uniform and the rest is skewed). 
To measure throughput of the system, we replayed each of the three traffic 
traces from the IXP host. Following the replay, we collected the traffic at the 
IXP member (e.g., ISP) host, and calculated the achieved throughput. 
Then, we plotted the results on a line graph, where the number of rules is shown 
on the x-axis while throughput on the y-axis. There are two graphs comparing 
throughput when, first, all rules are placed in the hardware switch and, then, 
placed in the software switch. 
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Figure 5-4: TCP throughput 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5-5: UDP throughput 

 
Figure 5-4 and 5-5 show the results of TCP and UDP throughput respectively 
and allow us to compare the throughput of both the hardware and the software 
switches. The results show that for both TCP and UDP, the throughput 
fluctuates in the range between 13 and 15 Mbps irrespective of the flow table 
size, with an exception of few outliers (might be due to the Mininet resource 
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scheduler). This is likely because all the rules are available on the fast path of 
the switch-cache which is big enough to accommodate all the rules.  
Another observation from the graph reveals that the throughput remains same 
regardless of whether a flow matches the hardware switch or the software 
switch. This is because both switches are in close proximity to each.  
Further, all the tree traffic traces have almost similar trend of throughput, again 
likely due to large cache size and a small number of wildcard entries in the 
forwarding table. We note that a forwarding table with a larger number of 
wildcard rules have O (n) lookup and this could potentially degrade the 
throughput of the software switch. We leave a thorough evaluation of the 
software switch performance as future work. 
Furthermore, it is evident from the graphs that the throughput is not affected 
even with the size of the rules set as large as 100K. This is because the OVS 
switch performs better when the packets hit the switch-cache in the kernel 
called fast path. Currently, this OVS switch-cache size is 200K rules [40]. Since 
the purpose of this work was not to evaluate the performance of the OVS switch, 
we did not proceed with larger experiments. The main reasons regarding 
reproducibility of network performance results are summarized in Section 
3.2.2. 
 
Summary: From the results obtained under a limited set of resources and 
rules, we do not have a conclusive evidence that a larger flow table has any 
effect on the throughput. We suspect that it should affect the performance but 
we did not see any effect in our small scale experiment. This might be due to 
Open vSwitch fast path cache size which is large enough to store our limited 
set of rules, therefore, the throughput remains almost constant. 
 

5.3.3 Round Trip Time Latency 

 
The main purpose of this experiment was to find out the impact of the size of 
the rules, the traffic patterns, and the link delay on the packet latency. We 
expect packets going through the software switch to experience higher latencies 
than those forwarded only through the hardware switch.   
Prior to starting each round of the experiments, we reconfigured the source host 
NIC with a randomly chosen MAC address. Also, we randomly chose the 
destination IP address from the prefixes currently stored in the forwarding 
plane. This is to prevent cache-hits at the switch because the OVS switch stores 
a rule match in the fast path cache which is used for subsequent flow matches 
[40]. We could not manage to avoid this caching that could give us more 
expected results. 
To measure the latency, we executed the Ping command for 5 seconds while 
retrieving the statistics for each packet. We repeated this process 25 times and 
computed the average statistics. 
Then, we plotted the results on an error plot where the number of rules is shown 
on the x-axis while the latency (in milliseconds) on the y-axis. In the plot, each 
bar shows the Average (Avg) - represented by the center of the bar, and the 
Standard Deviation (SD) - represented by the height of the bar. Moreover, the 
two plots are aligned so as to compare latency between the hardware and the 
software switch. 
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Figure 5-6: Latency vs Number of rules 

 
Figure 5-6 shows the latency across a range of rule sets. The results show that 
on average, a packet needs little more than 20 ms for a round trip when a match 
is found in the hardware switch. This is because 5 ms delay was configured on 
each link. There are two links, the first between the source host and the switch, 
and second between the switch and destination host. It means 10ms are 
required in each direction. Thus, for the round trip of a packet, the total time is 
at least 20ms. The few extra milliseconds were required for processing time, at 
the source and destination hosts as well as in the switch. 
From the second graph in Figure 5-6, we can observe an additional 10 ms delay 
relative to packet forwarding through the hardware switch. This 10 ms delay 
comes from the round trip delay across an additional link towards the software 
switch, half in each direction when the flow cannot find a match in the hardware 
switch. 
It can be observed from both graphs in Figure 5-6 that there is a fluctuation in 
the latency. For example, in the upper graph, the latency first rises between 40K 
and 70K and then there is a sudden dip afterwards, finally starting to rise again 
at 80. Another example of a similar behavior can be seen in the lower graph in 
same Figure 5-6. First, the latency increases between 10K and 40K and then 
keep decreasing until 60K. Finally, at 90K, there is a sharp rise. The reason for 
this fluctuation could be due to the header of the flow (specifically IP and MAC 
addresses). We speculate that since our flows have both random source MAC 
and destination IP addresses, the match lookup in the switch takes variable 
time. For instance, a class A IP address has a larger set of hosts compared to a 
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class C IP address. Consequently, the switch would require more time for the 
class A IP address match compared to the class C IP address. 
This experiment shows significant error or standard deviation in the 
measurements from the mean. There are two possible reasons to explain this 
behaviour.  First, the Linux scheduler shares available resource among the 
components. Consequently, the process that is responsible for packet 
processing may not get scheduler time when it is ready. The second reason is 
the effect of the Linux Traffic Control mechanism which is responsible for 
emulating bandwidth and delay. The TC uses a FIFO queue per adapter with a 
bucket of tokens, where each byte gets a token that allows its transmission. If 
the bucket has enough tokens then the packets will be transmitted otherwise 
will be delayed. Running more simulations could possibly smooth out our 
measurements. We leave this as future work on a real physical network. 
 
Summary: Due to the large internal cache size of an OVS Switch, the latency 
was not affected by the flow lookup in a larger flow table. Moreover the Linux 
scheduler and the Linux Traffic Control cause larger standard deviation from 
the mean. To measure the effect of the size of the forwarding table, additional 
investigation on a real network is required in the future. 
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6 Conclusions 

This chapter describes the conclusions of the thesis. First, Section 6.1 highlights 
the main limitations of this project. Next, in Section 6.2, we discuss 
sustainability and ethical aspects of this thesis. In Section 6.3, we discuss future 
work to build on this project and improve some of its shortcomings. The chapter 
concludes with Section 6.4 which presents our final thoughts based on the 
evaluation and analysis of the results. 

6.1 Limitations 

 
After the evaluation, the following limitations were identified: 
 

 Being limited to the Mininet virtual network environment, the 
experiments lack performance fidelity. In the testbed, a real hardware 
switch in the IXP member network should be used as a cache of heavy 
hitter rules. It would enable meaningful experiments. 

 One source of weakness in this work which could have affected the 
measurements of the heavy-hitters module is that the system was 
evaluated with synthetic traffic traces, policies, and updates. Real-world 
traffic traces would be an interesting improvement for evaluating our 
solution. 

 The Heavy-Hitters module presents an opportunity for improvement in 
the area of the heavy-hitters selection algorithm. In addition, the cache 
invalidation strategy should be applied. It further requires extensive 
evaluation. 

 If the software switch fails, the traffic will be dropped. This requires 
some kind of backup strategy. This is a very important aspect for future 
enhancement of the system. 

 To support high-level policies, which use high-level constructs, the ASNs 
are mapped to MAC addresses. This mapping is kept in a file. Currently, 
new member addition or mobility from one switch port to another in the 
IXP network has not been dynamically handled. Instead, it requires a 
manual change in the mapping file at the IXP member (e.g., ISP) where 
this solution is deployed. This is same for both new and existing 
mappings. This is an additional feature which is under the IXP 
administrative domain and falls outside of the IXP member (e.g., ISP) 
control, therefore out of scope for this solution. In practice, this is 
important to handle because the policies and the rules will be in an 
inconsistent state until the change is applied. To solve this problem, the 
administrator needs to send a policy update to the system, perhaps using 
an external application. The system updates the data plane immediately 
by removing all policy translated rules and install new policy rules. This 
uses the policy IP prefix with wildcard source MAC address as a flow 
match for removing old rules. This effectively deletes all components of 
the old policy. 
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6.2 Sustainability, Economics and Ethics 

 
In general, there are no sustainability issues related to this project. However, 
one minor issue is the energy generated in the data plane due to spinning 
multiple software switches (filtering engines) for scalability but this is the 
tradeoff that gives huge performance gains. As with many projects involving 
security aspects, the cost of increased security often translate to additional 
computation and thus energy consumptions. These costs are at the moment 
unavoidable if consistency between the control- and data-plane is needed. Our 
offloading solution thus however mitigate the amount of resources needed to 
achieve this consistency by carefully offloading firewall rules into the hardware 
switches. 
Further, the proposed solution provides improved security related to 
illegitimate traffic. This saves the IXP member scare resources such as network 
bandwidth and processing overhead. This reduces the need for forwarding 
tables with a large number of entries in routers. The routers can utilize the 
processing power for its main purpose that is routing instead of filtering. 
Moreover, the improved security could result in the growth of IXP thereby 
bringing more economics and operational benefits to the members. 
Furthermore, the solution does not demand expensive devices. To realize the 
solution using SDN paradigm, a controller requires simple commodity server, 
commodity hardware SDN switch to work as a cache of rules and finally open 
source switches such as Open vSwitch as rules filtering engines. 

6.3 Future Work 

 
During the course of this project, we identified several key aspects to improve 
the security, performance, and scalability of the system that includes: 
 

 Further work needs to be done to port the application to state of the art 
controllers such as Ryu or ONIX, for supporting the latest version of 
OpenFlow. Currently, we have used the POX controller which has two 
drawbacks. First, it does not support newer version of OpenFlow. 
Currently, it supports version 1.0.0 but the latest version is 1.3.0. The 
consequence of using the older version is that it limits us to use single 
table rule processing which is not efficient. In contrast, multi-table 
support could allow us to store rules in a hierarchy of flow tables which 
would result in efficient matching of rules.  
Moreover, it uses the Python programming language which allows us to 
build the prototype quickly, concentrate on the engineering part of the 
problem such as building the protocol. While we use OpenFlow 1.0, the 
usefulness of the system is not limited to this version and protocol. The 
techniques described here are general and applicable to a wide variety of 
other SDN protocols as well.  

 Further work needs to be done to implement active monitoring for 
control & data plan consistency. Currently, we rely on offline static end 
to end verification testing methodology. It could be very useful to 
implement active monitoring of control plane and probing the data plane 
with auto-generated probe packets for all rules periodically, without 
operator intervention. This could be achieved by intercepting data plane 
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updates using a proxy application sitting between controller and 
switches. Upon subscribing to the switch flow-update events, when a 
rule update in the data plane happens, the application will receive such 
event notification. Then it can respond by generating probe packets and 
analyzing the behavior of the packet, for this flow. Moreover, the rule 
should be stored for retesting periodically. 

 Further experimental investigations are needed to estimate the data 
plane statistics pulling and update timers. This requires an evaluation to 
identify ideal values in relation to network state and traffic patterns. This 
will reduce the fluctuation of heavy-hitters as well as reduce frequent 
data plane updates. 

 To scale the data plane, additional switches are required to 
accommodate a large set of rules. This requires spinning more switches 
(hardware or software) or filtering engines. The rules should be 
partitioned across the switches. 

 Further experiments using a physical testbed with real traffic traces are 
needed to fully understand the performance and scalability implications 
of the solution. 

 Further work needs to be done to integrate the system with real BGP 
process to obtain policies. Quagga or Bird could be used for this purpose. 

6.4 Conclusion 

 
The main goal of this project was to guarantee the control- and data-plane 
consistency at an IXP network, thus preventing violations of BGP routing 
policies. This entails studying the design space between the proactive and 
reactive approaches to install filtering rules into the network devices. 
The proposed solution employs a proactive approach combined with clean-slate 
SDN architecture that allows programmability of forwarding tables. It carefully 
partitions the data-plane into two types of devices. The first partition leverages 
hardware switches for heavy hitter flows while the second uses software-based 
filtering engines such as Open vSwitch. The hardware switches have high 
performance but small memory while the software switches comes with poor 
performance and large memory. Thus, our solutions is tailored to reap the 
benefits of both types of devices. 
We implemented the prototype of the application in POX, an SDN network 
operating system, and evaluated using the testbed based on the Mininet virtual 
network environment.  
The results of this investigation show: first, the static verification or functional 
tests confirm the compliance with security policies. Next, the scalability results 
show that for 10K rules, the prototype takes around 40 seconds to update the 
data plane, which can potentially leave the system in an inconsistent state 
during this period. This suggests that the flow of traffic should not start until 
the installation of rules completes. Further investigation reveals that the update 
installation time linearly increases with the linear growth of rules set 
irrespective of the batch size used. Also, due to the large cache size of Open 
vSwitch, the latency and throughput were not affected. Moreover, both latency 
and throughput fluctuates in a small range for the observed set of rules. The 
Linux scheduler and traffic control used by the emulator makes reproducibility 
of the results very difficult and nondeterministic. Finally, the results show that 
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with just 10% of the rules in the hardware switch, the non-uniform distributions 
of traffic which provides a close approximation of the Internet traffic, gives 
around 95% gains in traffic volume. We described all the aspects and next steps 
needed to improve the evaluation of the current solutions in a real-world 
network.  
To conclude, the solution achieves its functional goal of securing IXP 
infrastructure against illegitimate traffic and policy violations. 
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Appendix A 

Flow Charts 

1. Launch Controller Modules 

 
The following flow chart shows the sequence of actions that take place when 
Firewall and Heavy Hitter modules are launched. The firewall module registers 
single event handler while Heavy Hitters module registers three event handlers 
and start listening for events. Upon arrival of an event, respective event handler 
is invoked. 

 

Start Controller 
(POX)

Start Firewall 
Module

Start Heavy Hitters 
Module

Register 
ConnectionUp Event

Register 
FlowStatsReceived 

Event

Register 
StatsRequest 

Recurring Timer 
Event Handler

Register Data Plane 
Update Recurring 

Timer Event Handler

Launch Launch

Wait

Wait

Wait

Wait

 
Figure 7-1: Flow chart showing start controller and launch process 

 

2. ConnectionUp Event Handler 

The following flow chart shows the process of ConnectionUp event handler 
upon receiving an event from the data plane. 
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ConnectionUp Event 
arrived to Firewall module 

in Controller from Data 
Plane Switch

Setup Default Rules 
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Load BGP Policies 
& State from File

Update Data Plane 
with Policies (rules)

Init

Switch Type End
Main

Software

Register PacketIn 
handler for Switches

Wait

 
 

Figure 7-2: Flow chart showing ConnectionUp event handler process 

 

3. Send Counters Pull Request 

The following flow chart shows the process when pull statistics or counters 
recurring timer triggers and sends request to the data plane. 
 

Stats Request 
Recurring 

Timer Fired

Send Stats Request 
to Data Plane

End

 
 

Figure 7-3: Flow chart showing pull counters request timer fire process 

 

4. PacketIn Event Handler 

The following flow chart shows the process of PacketIn event handler which 
handles the event coming from the data plane when a flow does not have a 
match in data plane. This is a reactive approach to handle traffic. This process 
results in guiding the packet towards its destination as well as installing the flow 
mod rule entry in data plane for subsequent use. This approach is disabled by 
default due to suffering from high latency and low throughput performance 
issues. It can be enabled for experimental purposes. 
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Figure 7-4: Flow chart diagram showing PacketIn event handler process 

 

5. FlowStatsReceived Event Handler 

The following flow chart shows the process of FlowStatsReceived event handler 
which is invoked in response to pull counters request shown in previous section. 
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Figure 7-5: Flow chart showing FlowStatsReceived event handler process 
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6. Update Data Plane Process 

The following flow chart shows the detailed process of data plane update when 
the recurring timer triggers. This process uses application maintained state of 
the data plane for shuffling heavy and non-heavy hitters across the switches. 
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Figure 7-6: Flow chart diagram showing data plane update process 
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Appendix B 

Sequence Diagrams 

1. Sequence Diagram

The following sequence diagram shows the interaction between different
modules and components of the system based on events.
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Plane Update 
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Figure 7-0-1: Sequence diagram showing interaction of system component
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